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Preface

The USMES Project
0
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Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics 'and the Natural, Social, and Communications

Sciences in Real Problem. Solving (USMES) was formed in rer'
sponse to the recommendations of the 1967 Cambridge Confer-
ence on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the
Schools.* Since its inception in 1970, USMES has been
funded by the National Science foundation to develop and-
carry-iaitt field trials of.intendisciplinary units centered
on-longirange investigation's of reaX and practical ProLems
(or "challenges") taken from the 1oCal school/community en-
vironment. gZhOol planners can use these units,to design a
flexible curriculum for grades kindergarten through eight in
which real iiroblem solving plays an impOrtant role.

Development and,field trials were carried out By teachers
' and students in the classroom with the,assistance of univer-

sity specialists at workshops'and at occasional other meet-
. ,

ings. The work was coordinated by a'sWf at the EducatiOn
Development Center in Newton,q.lassachuietts. In addition,
the staff at EDC coordinated impletentation programs,in-

volviog schools, districts, and co leges that are carrying
out local USMES implementation programs for teachers and
schools in their lrea

Trial edita is of following units are currently
available:

Advertning
Bicycle Transportation
Classroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for Human Proportions
DesignIlab.Design
Eatinglin SchOol
Getting There
GrOwing Plants

ManufaCturing
Mass Communications

Nature Trails
Orientation '

Pedestrian Crossings
Play AFealDesign and Use
Protecting Property
tchool Rules
School Supplies
School Zoo
oft Drink Dy3ign

traffic Flowl
Using Free Time
Ways to Learn/Teach
Weather Predictions

*See Coals for the Correlation of Elementary Science and
Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.



USMES Resources In responding to a long-range challenge, the students
and teachers often have need of a wide range of resources.
In facIpt,kall of the peopl4miod materials in the school and

community are important resources for USMES activities. In

addition USMES provides resources for both teachers and stu-
*dents. A complete set of all the,writt:an materials comprise
the USMES library, which should be available in each achool
using USMES units. These materials include--

1. The USMES Guide: This book is a C9mpilation
of materials that may be used for long-range
ylannitig of a curriculum that incorporates
the USMES program. It describes the USMES
project, real problem solving, classroom

.0 strategies, the Design Lab, the units, and
the support materials as well as ways that
USMES helps students learn'basic skills.

2. Tpacher Resource Books (one for ach chal-
l/enge)v' Each of these guides to using,USMES
units .describes a broad problem, explains how
students might narrow that problem to fit
the* particular needs, recommends classroom
strategies, presents edited.lpgs from teachdre
whose classes have worked on i'he Unit, and con-
tains charts that indicate basic skills, pro-
cesses, and areas of studyethat students may
.learn and utilize.

3. Design Lab Manual: This guide helps teachers
and administrators set up, run, and use a
Design Lab--a place with tools and materials
in which the students can build things they
needvfor their work on USMES. A Design Lab

/ may be a corner of a classroom, a portable
' cart, or a separate room. Becanse many "hands-

on" activities may take place in the classroom,
every USMES teacher should have a Design Lab
Manual.

4. "How To" Series: These student materials xxo-

vide information to students about specific
problems that may arise during USMES units.
The regular "How To" Series covers problems
in measuring, graphing, data handling, etc.,
and is available in two versions--a series of

1
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cartoon-style booklets for primary grades
and a series of magazine-style booklets with .

more reading matter for upper grades. The
Design Lab "How To" Series is available in
two illustrated card versions--one for pri-
mary grades and one for upper grades. A com-
plete list of the "How To" Settles can be
found in the USMES Guide.

5. Background Papers: These papers, correlated
with the "How To" Series, provide teachers
with information and hints tat do not appear
frin the student materials. complete.list ,

.can be found in the USMES cfuide.

6. Curriculum Correlatioh Guide: By correlating
the twenty-six USMES units with other curric-
ulum materials, this book helps teachers to
integrate USMES with other school activities
and lessons..

( The preceding materials are described in brief in the
'IMES brochure, which can be used by teachers and'admi(nis-
trators to disseminate information about the program to
the local community. A variety of other dissemination and
implementation materials are also available for individuals
and groups involved in local implementation programs. They
include Preparing People for USMES: An 4mplementation

ource Book, the USMES slide/tliptihow, the Design Lab
slide/tape show, the Design Lab brochure, vide4tapes of
classroom activities, a ggneral report on evaluation re-
sults, a map showing the locations of schools conducting
local implementation of USMES, a list of experienced USMES
teachers and university consultants, and newspaper and
magazine articles.

, Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brand of
three-layered cardboard'a?.the time the project began, USMES
hap used it at workshops and in schools; consequently, ref-
erences to Tri-Wall can be found throughout the Teacher
Resource Books. The addresses of suppliers of three-layered
cardboard can be found in the Design Lab Manual.

.
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Introduction

14

Using the Teacher Resource Book

1

When teachers try a new curriculum for the first time,
they need to understand the philosophy behind the curr culum.
The USMES approach to student-initiated investigations tof .

real problems is outlined in section A-of this Teache
source Book,

Section B starts with a brief overview of possible stu-
dent activities arising from the challenge;,comments on pre-
requisitaokills are incldded. Following that is a discus-
sioh of the classroom strategy for USMES real problem-
solving activities, including introduction of the dhallenge,
student activity, resources, and Design Lab use. Subsequent
pages incldde a description of the use of the unit in pri-
maCy grades, a flow chart and:a composite log that indicate
thelrange of possible student work, and a list of questions
that the teacher may find useful for focusing the students'
activities on the challenge.

Because students initiate all the activities in response
to the challenge and because the work of one clp may dif-
fer from thatiundertaken by other classes, teac ers familiar,
with USMES nee4 to read only sections A and B before intro-
ducing the challenge to students.

Section C of this,book is the documentation section.
,These edited teachers' logs show thie variety o4 ways in
which students in different classes have workea at.finding
a solution to,the challenge.

Section D contpins a list of the titles of relevant sets
of "How' To" Caids'and brief descriptions of the Background
Papers pertaining to the unit. Also included in section D.
is a glossary of the terms used in the Teacher Resource Book
and an annotated bibliography.

Section E contains charts that indicate the comparative
strengths of the unit in terms of'eal problem solving,
mstliematics, science, social science, and. language 4rts. It
also contains a list of explicit examples of real problem
solving and other subject area skills, ProcesseeNend'arees
of study learnedarid utilized in the unito Thesecharts and
lists are based on documentation of aCtivities thai have
taken place in USMES classes. Knowing ahead of time which
basic skills and processes are likely to be utilized, teach-
ers can postpone teaChing that part of the egular program.
until latean the year. At that time st e s can study
them in the:usual way if they haye not dy learned thetw
as part of their USMES activities.



A. Real Problem Solving and IISMES

Real Problem Solving

If life were of such a constant nature that
there were only a few chores to do and they were
done over and over in exactly the same way, the
case for knowing how to solve problems would not
be o compelling. All one would have to do woul,d
be to learn how to do the feta jobs at the outset.
From then on he could rely on memory and habit.

Fortunately--or unfortunately depending upon one's
point of view--life is not simple and unchanging.
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about all we
can predict is that things will be different in thd

4 future. In such a world theabiOty to adjust and ,

to solve pne's problems is of paramount importance.*

3

USMES is based on the beliefs that real problem solving
is an impgrtant skill to be learned and that many math,
science, social science, and language arts skills maS, be
learned more quickly and easily within the zontext of stu-
dentj investigations of real problems. Real problem solving,
as Axemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which
involves students in jnvestigatirg and solving real problems.
It provides the brid e between the abstractions of the
school curriculum and the world of the student. Each USMES (
unit presents a problem in the'form of a challenge that is
interesting to children because it is both real and prac-
tical. The problem is real in several respects: (Wthe

.

problem applies td some aspect of.student life in the school
or comMunity, (2) a solution is needed and not presently
known, at least for the particular case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entire dituation with all the

, accompanying variables and complexities, and (4) the problem
is such that the work done by the students can lead msome

-.improvement in Ole situation. This expectation of useful
accomplishment provides the motivation for children to carry.

out the comprehensive investigations needed to find some
1solution to the challenge.

I

....

,

The level at which the children approacb the problems;
the investigations that they carry out,oand the solutiops

*Kennep440. Hendersonand Robert E. Pingry, "Problem-Solving
in MathemAlcs," in The Learning of Mathematics: Its Theory
and PrOtice, Twenty-first Yearbook of the Nationbl Council
of TesOgrs of Mathematics INashington, D.C.: The Council,
1.4)53), ps.23.

0,1
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that they deviae may vary according to the age and ability

of the children. However, real problem solving involves

them, at sortie level, in all aspects of the problem-solving

process: defini,tion of themproblem; determination of the

important factors in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data uting graphs,

charts, _statistics, or whatever means the tudents can find;

4iscussion; formulation and trial of suggested solutions;
Larification of values; decision making; and communications

of findings to others. In addition; students becoMe more
inquisitive, more cooperative in working with others, more
critical in their thinking, more self-reliant, and more in-

terested in helping to improve social conditions.

To learn the process of real

dents must encounter, formulate,
complete and realistic problems.
not the teacher, must anal
ables that should be invest

problem solving, ihe stu-

'and find some solution to
The students themselves,

e problem, choose the vari-
d, search out the facts, and4

judge the correctness of the:f± hypotheses and conclusions.
In real problem-solving activities, the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not an authoritative answer-

giVer.
The problem is first reworded by siUdents in specific

terMs that apply to their school or community, and the
various aspects Of the problem are\discussed by the class.
The students then suggest approaches to the problem ind set
priorities for the investigations they plan to carry out.

A typical USMES class consists of several groups working on

different aspects of the probleW. As the groups report

periodically,to the class on their progress, new directions

are identified and.new task forces are fibrmed.as needed.

Thus, work on an USMES challene provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or ,"action-oriented" euerience.

Real problem solving does not rely solely on the
discovery-learning concept. 4 the real world people have
access to certain facts and tAhniques when they recognize

the need for them. The same should be true in the classroom.

When the students find thaCcertain facts and skills are

necess.ary for continuing;heir investigation, they learn

willingly and quidkay in a gofe directed way to acquire

these facts and skills. Consequently, the students should
have available different resources that they may use as
they recognize the need for them, but they should still be
left with a wide scope to,explore their own ideas and

methods.
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Certain information on specific skills is provided by the
sets.of USMEt "How4To" Cards. The students are.referred
only to the set for which they have clearly identified a
need and only when they ard unable to proceed on their own.
Each."How To" Cards title clearly indicates the skill in-
volved--"How to Use a Stopwatch," "HowIto Make a Bar Graph
Picture of Your.Data," etc. (A complete list of the,"How .
To" Cards can be fobnd in Chapter IX of the USMES Guide.)

Another resource provided by USMES is the Design Lab or
its classroom equivalent. The Design Lab provides a cen-
tral location for tools and materials where devices may be
constrUcted and tested without appreciably disrupting other
classroom activities. Ide.ally-, it is a separate room with

space for all necessary supplies and equipment and work
space for the children. However, it may be as small'as a
corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and
supplies. Since.the benefits of real problem solving can be
obtained by the students only if they have a means to fol-
,low up their ideas, the availability of a Design Lab can be
a very imporrant asset.

Optimally, the operation of the school's DesignvLab
should be such as to make it available to the students when-

,

ever thev neea it. It should be as free as possible from
set scheduling or programming. The students use,the Design
Lab to try out their own ideas and/or to design, construct,
test, and.improve many devices initiated by their responses
to the USMES challenges. While this optiMum operation of
the Design Lab may noe always be possible due to various
limitations, "hands-on" activities may take plsce i(the
classroom even though a Design Lab rimy not be available.

(A detailed discussion of the Design Lab pan be found in
Chapter VI of the USMES Guide, while a complete list of "How
To" Cards covering such Design Lab skills as sawing, gluing,
nailing, soldering,is contained in Chapter IX.)

Work on all USMES challenges is not only sufficiently
complex tO require the collaboration of the wkole class but
also diverse enough,to enable each student to èqntribute
according to his/her interest and ability. Howe er, it
should be noted that if fewer than ten to twelve students
from the class are carrying put the investigation of a unit
challenge, the extent of their discovery and learning can be
expected to be less than if more members of the class are
involved. While it is pOssible for a class to work on two
related units at the same time, in many classee the students
iprogress better with just one.

The amount of time spent each week working on an USMES
challenge is crucial to a successful resolution of the

A.- 3
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Importance of the Challenge

problem. Each challenge is designed.so that the various
investigations will take from thirty to forty-five hours,
depending on the age of the children, before some solution
to the problem is found and some action is taken on t4e
esulis of the investigations. Unless,sessions are held at
least two or three times a week, it is difficult for the
children to maintain their interest and momentum ant to be-
come involved intenSively with the challenge. The lengtb of
each session depends upon the age level of the chiidren and -

the nature of the challenge. For extmple, thildren in the
primary rades m,67 proceed better byworking on the challenge
more frequently for shorter periods of tipe, perhalls fifteen
to twenty minutes, whke obi&utchildren may proceed better

.

by working-less frequently formuch longer periods of time.
Student interest and the overall accomplishments of the

class in finding and implementing solutions to the challenge
indicate when the class's general particip4tion in unit
activities should end. '1 (Premature discontinuance of work
on a specific challenge is often due more to waning interest
on the part of the teacher than to that\of the,students.)
However, some students may continuelwork on a voluntary
basis on one prOblPm, while the oth6rs begin to identify
possible approaches to another USMES challenge.

4

lthough indiiltual (or group) discovery and student
initiation of inv'ektigations is the process in USMES units,
this does not impItthe constant encouragement of random
activity. 'Random activity ha 9. an important place in

children's learning, and opportunities for it should be
made available at various times. During USMES activitieS,
however, it is believed that children learn to solve real
problems only when their efforts are. focused on finding

, some solution to the real and practical problem presented
in the USMES challenge. It has been found that students
are Motiv.qed to overcome many difficulties and frustrations
in their etforteto achieve the goalof effecting some
changeopat least of providing some useful inforjation to
others. Because the children's commitment to fin ing a

solution to the chayenge is one of the keys to successful
USMES work, it is e tremely important that the challenge be
introguced so that it is accepted by the class as an im-
portant problem to which they lre willing to devote a con-
siderable amount of time. ,

The challenge not only motivates the children by irating
the problem but also provides them with a criterionlor
judging their results% This criterion.7-if it works, it's
rig (or ifAt helps us find an answer to our problem, it's

2,5



Role 01 the Teacher

a good thing to do2--gives the children's ideaa and results
a meaning wfthim the context of their goal. Many teachers
have found this concept to be a valuable strategy that not
only allows the teacher to respond positively to all of the
children's ideas but also helps the children themselves to
judge the value of their efforts

With all of the 'above in mind, it can be said that the

teacher's responsibility in the USMES strategy for open
classroom activities is as follows.:

1. Introduce the challenge in a meaniingful way

that not only alloljs the'FhiIdren to relate
it to their particular.situation but also
opens up various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a cobrdinator and,collaborator. Assist,
not direct, indiv±duals or group, of students
as they investigate different alpects of the
problem.

,

. Hold USMES sessions at least two or three'times

a week so that the children have a chance to be-
come involved in the challenge and cairy (Alt
comprehensive investigaltions.

4. Provide the tools and supplieadecessary for
initial hands-on work in the classroom or make
arrangeents for the children to work, in the
Design.Lab.

5. Be patiiNt in letting the children make their
own mistakes and find their own way. Offer
assistance or'point out souIces of help for
specific infotmation (such Ns the "How To"
Cards) only when the children become frustrated

1 in their appr4h to the problem. Conduct
skill sessions as neCessary.

6. Provide frequent opportunities for group reports
and student exchanges of ideas in class disl
cussions. In most cases, tudents will, by
their, own critical examination of the procedures
they have used, i prove or set new directions ;

in their investiga ons.

rp-1
r
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USMESyin the Total School Program
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7. If necessary, ask appropriate questions to stim-
ulate the students' thinking so that they will
make more extensive and comprehensive investiga-
tions or analyses of their data.

8. Make sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student success in USMES unit activities is indicated by

the progress they make in finding some solution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of investiga-
tion nor by obtaining specified results. The teacher's

role in the USMES strategy is to provide a classroom at-
mosphere in which all students can, in their own way,
search out some solution to the challenge.

Today many leading educators feel that real problem
solving (under different names) is an important skill to
be learned. In this mode of learning particular emphasis

ia placed on developing skills to deal with real problems
rather than the skills needed to obtain "correct" answers
to.contriyed problems. Because of this and because of the
'interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultant investigations, USMES is ideal for use as an impor-
tant part.of the elementary school program. Much of the
time norffially spent in the class on the traditional ap-
proaches to math, science, sotial science, and language
arts,skills can.be safely assigned to USMES activities. In

fact, as much as one-fourth tO one-third of the total school
program might *be allotted to work on USMES challenges.
TQachers who have worked with USMES for several Years have
each succeeding year successfully assigned to USMES activ-
ities the learning of a greater number of traditional
skills. In addition, reports have indicated.that students
retain for a long'time the skills and concepts learned and
piacticed during USMES activities. Therefore, the time
normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the
context of real problem solving.

Because real problem-solving activities cannot possibly
coVer all the skills and concepts in the major subject
areas,.other curricula as well-as other learning modes
(such as "lecture method," "individual study topics,6 or
pYograMmed instruction) need to be Used in conjunction with
USMES in an optimal education program. However, the other

ITO
0
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instruction will be enhanced by the skills, motivation, and
understanding provided by real problem solving, and, in
some cases, work on an USMES challenge provides the context
within which the skills and concepts of the major subject
areas find application.

In order for real problem solving taughyby USMES to have.
An optimal value in the school program, class time should be
apportioned with reason and forethought, and the sequence
of challenges investigated by students during their years.in
elementary school should involve them in a variety of skills-A

and processes. Because all activities are initiated by stu-
dents kn response to the challenge, it is impossible 'bit)
state unequivocally which activities will take place. How,

a' 4 ever, it is possible to use the'documentation of activities
that have taken place in USMES trial classes to schedUle in-,

struction'on'the specific sk3.11s and processes required_by
the school system. 'Teachers can postpone the traditional
Wavof teaching the skills that might come up in work am:an
USMES challenge until later in the year. At that time stu-

dents can learn the required skills in the usual way if they
have not already learned them during their USMES activities.

These basic skills, processes, and areaS of study'are
listed in charts and lists contained in each Teacher Resource
Book. A teacher can use"these charts tO decide on an 'over-..
all allocation of class time between USMES. and tradittdpal
learning in the major subject disciplines.. .Examples of in-,-
dividual skills and processes. are also given so that the
teacher can see beforehand which skilla a student may en-

orounter during the course of,his investigations.' These
charts and lists may be found in.section

Ways In Which USMES Differs FromOther As the foregoing indicates, USMES differs significantlyCurricula
from other curricula. Real problem sOlving develops the
problem-Solving ability of StUdents and does:it in a way
(learning-7hy-doing) that.leads to a fdll understanding of
the process. tecause of the.following diaerences, some'
teacher preparation is necessary. SoMe teachers May.have
been introduced by other projects cd ieveral of the follow-
ing neW deVeiopments in echicatioh, but feWteacheth have
integtated all of them into the new style of teacKing and
learning.that real problem polvinginvoDies.

1. New Area of Learning-.-Real
problem,solving is a

new area of learning, not just.a new approach or
11 new content within an already-defined,subject
area. Although many subje4-matter curriculat

0 I
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include something called problem solving, much of
this problem solving involves contrived problems
or fragments of a-whole sit ation and does not
require the cognitive skills eeded for the in-
vestigation of real,and prac aal problems.

* Learning the cognitive strategy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds

1

of learning.

3. Interdisciplinary Education--Real problem solv-

,
ing intlegrates the disciplines in a natural way;
there is no need to impose a multi-disciplinary
struture. Solving real and practical problems
requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many disciplines. The number
and range of disciplines are unrestricted and
the importance of each is demonstrated frwork-
ing toward the solution of practical problems.

3. Student Planning--To learn the process of prob- '

lem solving, the students themselves, not the
teacher, must analyze the problem, chooqe the
variables that should be investigated, gearch
out the facts, and judge the correctness of the
hypotheses and conclusions. In real problem-
solving activities the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not as an
authoritative source of answers.

4 Learning-by-Doing--Lgarning-by-doing, or discov-
'ery/learning as it is sometimes called, comes
abbut naturally in real problem solving since
the problems tackled by each class have unique
aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
pedestrian crossings have different problems
associated with them and, consequently, unique
solutions. The challenge, as defined in each
situationo.proviNs the focus for the children's
hands-on learning experiences, such as collecting
real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in some units) pre-
paring reports and presentations of their findings
for the proper authorities.

5 Learning Skills and toncepts as Needed--Skills
and concepts are learned in real problem solving

e.1
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as the need for them arises in the context
of the work being done, rather than having a

situation imposed by the teacher or the text-
book being used. Teachers may direct this
learning when the need for it arises, or st4r
dents may search'out infornation themselves'
from resources provided.

7 ,

. Grpup Work--Progress toward a solution to a
real problem usually requires the efforts of
groups of students, not just individual stu-
dents working alone. 'Although some work may
be done individually, the total group effort
provides good opportunities for division of
labor and exchadge of ideas among the groups
and individuals. The grouping is flexible
and changes in order to.meet the needs'of the
different stages of investigation.

7. Student Choice--Real problem.solving offers
classes the opportunity to work on problems
that are real to them, not just to the adults
who prepare the curriculum. 'In addition,
students may choose to investigate particular
aspects of the problem according to their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing

from the challenge allows each student to
make some contribution towards the solution of
the problem according to his or hqr ability and
to learn 1Tecific skills at a time when he or
she is rea0-for that particular intellectual
structure.

j



B. General.Pape on School Rules

1. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVLTIES

Challenge:
:

Find ways of influencing rules and the
decision-making process in the school.

Possible Class Challenges:

How can we remind children in the
school to obeY the school rules?

How can we change the way school
...rules are made?

13

, Children always have something to say about their school
rules. The small children complain that the older children
do not obey the school rules. In turn, the older children
complain that they either do not know the rules or feel
that the rules are ineffective. Given an opportunity, the
children are eager to investigate what the school rules are,
to publicize the rules, and to try to change those rules
fouhd to be unnecessary. Students in the intermediate or
middle school grades may investigate the decision-making
process of the school and recommend changes, if needed.
.The School Rules challenge may arise naturally from work

on other USMES units, such as when the class investigates
rules regulating the playground (Play Area Design and Use),
the classroom (Classroom Management), or the Design Lab
(Design Lab Design). In softle classes the challenge may
arise after children complain abbut a particular school rule.
In other classes the introduction of new students to the
school may bring about a discussion of what.the school rules
are.

During an initial discussion oi the challenge, the chil-
dren may realize that they are not familiar with all the
school rules. One of their first tasks then may be to find
out from the principal and other school personnel what the
school rules are. A schoolwide opinion survey may be con-
ducted to determine what the children think 'abouT these
rules. In'analyzing the suryey results, the class may as-
cover which rules the children feel are important and which
are unknown. Additional data in the form of observations
within the school or interviews with parents may also be
conducted.

From the preliminary data the tlass may identify several
problems and agree to work on the one or two problems which
they feel warrant their immediate attention. Plans are made
and revised before trial implementation of proposed solu-
tions is carried ouZ. Some classes may institute a campaign
to remind others-to obey the school rules. This campaign
may include posters, rUles handbooks, or putting on plays.
Other classes may identify and carry out a procedure to
change a Tule, or they may organize a more effective student
council to deal with student complaints and to initiate new
rules. During the trial implementation petiod the children
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, collect cJta in order to assess the effectiveness of their
plan. Revi ions are made atcordingly and surveys may once
again be conducted before the class is satisfied that the

4
4 problem has been resolved.

Classes that publicize rules may also work on the chal-
i lenges of Mass Communication or Advertising at the same time.

Later, they may want to continue this work in other situa-.
tions requiring the dissemination of information to others.

School Rules adtivities, will lead to work on problems in
other areas of the school, such as the lun room, the class-

/11
room, the playground, and the Design Lab The children may
pursue one of the USMES challenges that encompasses a school
area, such as Eating in Schtol, Classroom Design, Classroom

Management, Play Area Design and Use, and Design Lab Design.
Although some of the School.Rules activities may require

skills and concepts new to the children, there is no need
A.

for preliminary work on-them because the children can learn
them when the need arises. 'In fact, children learn more

1/4
quickly and easily when they see a need to learn. Consider
counting: whereas children usually learn to count by rote,
they can through USMES, gain a better understanding of count-

. ing by learning or practicing it within real contexts. In
working on School Rules children also learn and practice
graphing, measuring, working with decimals, and dividing.
Although dividing seems necessary to compare fractions or
ratios, primary ohildren can make comparisons graphically;-

sets of data can also be compalid graphically or by-suli-
tfacting medians (half-wavvaffffe).

'

2. CLASSROOWSTRATEGY FOR SCHOOL
RULES

a., 0

The School Rules unit centers around a rhallenge==a-state- ---

ment that says, "Solve this problem." Its success or fail-
ure in a classroom depends largely on (1) the relevance of
the problem for the students and (2) the process by which
they define and accept the challenge. If the children see
the problem as a real one, they will be committed to finding
a solution; they will havea focus and purpose for their
activities. If the students do not think the problem affects
them, their attempts at finding holutions will,likely be
disjointed and cursory.

The School Rules challenge--"Find ways of influencing
rules and the decision-making process in the school"--is
general enough to apply 'to many situations. Students in

ft

1.41
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different classes define and reWord the challenge to fit
their particular situation and thus arrive at a specific
class challenge. For example, one class worked on the
challenge of renanding students in the school to obey the
school rules. Two other classes investigated the challenge
of ways to change some of the school rules.

.

The Process of Intr'bducing the --Given that a problem exists, how can a teacher, without
Challenge being directive, help the students identify the challenge

that they will work on as a group? There is no set method
because of varia4ons among teachers, classes, and schools
and among the USMES units themselvea. However, USMES teach-
ers have found that certain general'techniques in introduc-
ing the challenge are helpful.

One such technique is to turn,a Ilistussion of some recent
event toward the challenge. For example, a discussion of a
situatpn in which several students were asked by a teacher
tp rettrn to the cafeteria to eat their desserts may lead to
alSchool Rules challenge.

4.

1

On the first day of sphool'one intermediate teacher
read the new rules of the discipline code to her stu-
dents. These new rules were made by the new princi-
pal. The class was outraged with the rule, "No gum
chewing," because the students in the school had just
,received last year the privilege of chewing gum. The
c1as8 worked hard to obtain proof for the principal
that students chewed gum despdte his rule and that
students,g4mad be responsible for managing all gum
chewing in participating classes should the rule be
abolished.

-Stuaents in one eighth-grade class complained for kev-
eral weeks about not having' any privileges at school.
Finally, the4 discussed the problem and decided to do
something about it. The class deteimined one privi-
lege that the entire eighth grade level wished and
spent much time working to obtain it.

- Sometimes work on anotherchallenge, such as Classroom
Management, Play Area Design and Use, or Eating in School,
may lead to a School Rules Challenge.

4)9
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Two third-grade classes examdned and compared class -
room.rules before expanding their investigtions to
school rules. One of the classes learned that there

1,--) were no school rules for the whole school; rather,

each level (there were three levels in the school)
bad its own rules. The class,collected the rules
ftom each of these levels and compiled a set of rules
that was applicable to all students-in the school.

When children_encounter a problem that leads to a chal-
lenge that is related to School Rules, one group of children
may begin work on this second challenge while the rest of
the class continues with the first Ehallenge. However,
there should-be at least ten to twelve students working on
any one challenge; otherwise, the children's work may be
fragmented or superficial or may break down completely.
.A School Rules challenge may also evolve from a discus-

sion of a specific topic being studied by the class. For
example, a class may become interested in how school rules

'are made after studying how state or city laws are made.
Sometimes the discussion of a broad problem may encompass

the challenges of several relate4 units. For example, the
problem of confusion on the first day of school may lead to
,a discussion of tA6 possible causes of this problem and then
to one of several challenges, such as, School Rules, Clasbl.
room Management, Mass Communications, Getting There, or
Orientation. Another broad problem that sometimes arises
is that of safety A dtscussion on this topic may lead.to
the challenges of'School Rules, Play Area Design and Use,
Design Lab Design, or Eating in School.

An experienced USMES teacher is usUally willing to tave
the children work on any one of the several challenges that
may arise during the discussiOri of a broad problem. While
this approach'gives the chidren the opportunity to select
the challenge they are most interested in investigqing, it
does place on the teacher the optional responsibi ity of
being prepared to act as a resoftcerperson for whichever
challenge is chosen.

Classroom experience has shown that children's progress
on the School Rules challenge may be poor if the teacher and
students do not reach a common understanding of what their
challenge is before beginning work on it. Having no shared
focus for their woiik4 the children will lack the motivation.
inherent in working together tq solve a real problem. AB a '
result, they may quickly lose interest:

r.)
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One combination third- and fourth-grade class OW
1F-0-not agree on a challenge before beginning Sc1-04

. Rules activities. The class compiled an exhaustive
list of possible school rules. The teacher.'then al-
lowed the children to do whatever the wa ted with
this list. One group of children blished a sur;:''

veillance program that posed the u oZ le problem
of what to do with those children who bro e a rule.
Several other children chose to make poste s and
lists reminding students and teachers to o ey these 'T
rules. Within six weeks the-6441dren were inished
with their activities.

-0

v A similar situation occurs if the teacher, r her than
ensuring that the children have agreed upon llenge,

Nf. r merely assigns a series of activities. Alth ugh the teacher
may see how these activities relate to an overall goal, the
children may not.

Initial Work on the Challenge Once a class has decided to work on a School Rules chal-
lenge,AJSMEStsessions should be held several times a week,
but they'need not be rigidly scheduled. When sessions are
held after long intervals, students often have difficulty
Temembering exactly where they'were in their investigations
and their momentum,diminishes.

,When students begin work on their particulat challenge,
they discpia,nhd list possible ways to resolve the problem,
edch as ilterin0 school rule or reml.ndingeAryone what
the sC461 rules nre. ,Many times thin procedure is combined
with onlollowed /py preliminary.obseiwations end/or opinion
surveya, ,

17

Eighth-lrade students inionei school worked on obtain-
ing special privileges for students in their grade
level. Not knowing whidh privilege most eighth
graders wished, the.students conducted an o inion
survey. Each student was asked to e
one privilege he or she wanted the most. Based on
the survey results, several privileqes emerged as
mosedealred. The class then worked on obtaining
one of these privileges.

Next, the class sets priorities for the tasks they con-
sider necessary to complete their plans. Often'a class

4 0
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divides into Small groups to carry out the tasks. As var-
ious groups complete their work, their members join other
groups or form new groups to work on additional tasks.

Children in.one third-grade class divided into small .

groups to gather information and opinions from dif-
ferent sources. Tolind out what the rules were in
each of the three school levels, they formed small
groups, The information they obtained was then
shared with the whole class.' Small groups were also
formed when the class conducted opinion surveys among
the various classes. Within the small groups the. -

children assigned tasks because some of the group mem-
bers were either ioo shy to talk in front of a class
or were unfamilidr with the English language.-

However, if too many groups are formed, work on the chal-
lenge can become fragmented. The teacher finds it impos-
sible to be aware df the progress and problems of each group;
in addition, the small number of students in each group les-
sens the chance for varied inpuf and interaction.

Trials of the unit have shown that the children's inves-
tigations of school rules tend to go more smOothly with the
cooperation of the school principal, school staff, and other
school personnel. The children may want first to infori the
principal oftheir intentions beiore proceeding with their
plans.

One third-grade class recdived considerable encour-
agement from the school principal Ifter the teacher
mentioned that her class wanted totinvestigate school

. rules. The principal told the children that he would
consider their recommendations for revising a rule
if they could provide good evidence for the need.

Refocu n th Mal maga q the.

I should, from time to ti e, be refocused on it so that they-
do not lose sight of their overall goal. Refocusing is par-
ticularly important with-younger children because they have
a shoyter attention span. Teachers find it helpful to hold
periodic class discussions that inc14de group reports. Such
sessions help the students revieW what they have accomplished



Resources fbr WOrk on the Challenge

and what they still need to do in order to carry out their
proposed plans. These discussions also provide an oppor-
tunity for students to participate both in evaluating their
own work and in exchanging ideas with their classmates.
(Another consequence of having too many groups is that not
every group can be given enough time.to report to the class,
thereby increasing the possibility that the children's
efforts will overlap unnecessarily.)

When children try tp decide-on solutionL before collect-
ing and analyzing enough data or encounter difficulties
during their investigations, an USMES teacher helps out.
Instead of giving answers or suggesting specific procedures,
the teacher asks open-ended questions that stimulate the
students to think more comprehensively and creatively about
their work. For example, instead of telling the students
that they may have to conduct an opinion survey among other
classes to gather data, the teacher may ask, "What would be
a good way tp find out how other students felt about the
rules?" "Which rule do students dislike the most?". Exam-
ples of other nondirective, thought-provoking questions may
be found in section B6 ofthis resource book.

The teadher may also refer students to the "How To" Cards
which provide information about specific skills, Such as
drawing graphs or analyzing data. If many students, or
even the entire class, need help in particular areas, such
as using fractions, the teacher should conduct skill ses-
sions as these needs arise. (Background Papers provide
teachers with additional inforiatidn on general topics ap-
plicable to most challenges.) '

USMES teachers can also assist students by'making it pos-
siblscfpr them to-carry out tasks involving hands-on activ-
itiTs. If the children need to collect data outside of the
school, the teacher can help with supevision. If the.chil-
dren's tasks require them to.design and construct items, the
teacher should make sure that'they have access to a Design
Lab.

Valpable as it is, a Design Lab is not necessary to begin
work on a School Rules challenge. The lab is used only when
-needed-, and this -need may nut al se 1uriiig ed y %QJLk un the
challenge. To catry out construction activities in schools
without Design Labs, students may scroungefor borrow:tools
and supplies from parents, local businesses, or other mem-
jlers of the community.

At times some classes may not need to use the Design Lab
at all; the extent to Which dre Design Lab is used varies

42
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Culminating Activities

with different classes anedifferent units because the chil-
dren themselves determine the direction of the investiga-
tions and because construction activities are more likely to
occur in some units than in others.

In their effort to obAlin a kriday afternoon free
'period, one class of eighth-grade students did not

. use the Design Lab. Considerable amount of their
time was spent surveying the other eighth-grade stu-
dents and talking with the assistaht principal and
school faculty.

1111

.

Student investigations generally continue until the Chil-
dren have agreed upon and implemented some solution to,their
problem. They may reduce rules violations because of their
rules handbooks and posters, or they may succeed in altering
a rul.e.

The eighth-grade class learned from the faculty that
student behavior had to improve before they would
consent to their request for a Friday afternoon free
period for the entire eighth-grade leKel. After sev-
eral weeks of improving their behavior, the whole
.eighth grade was granted this F.i-iday

After the plan or chvge has been in'effect for a period
of tiMe the class evaluates it. If they feel that the
change has met satisfactorily their chal,lenge, they then
turn.fheir attention to other concerns:

^-.

3. ilSk OF SCHOOL RULES.IN THE Children in the primary grades may make significant pro-
IMARY GRADES gress with the School Rules challenge'of finding ways to

influence rules And the decision-miking process in the

, school. Although their entry level 'to the ,ohallenge and
their sophistication with the investigatiOiCwill certainly .

be different from that of older children; ihey will be able
to propose,possible solutions, collect and interpret data,
and take effective action to meel their chalIenge..*
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Small children are usually very conscious of the school
rules, making an effort to obey them. Many times they
become upset if they see older childrelf breaking a rule,
such as pushing in the line. A teacher might encourage the
discussion of an event and then introduce the challenge.
Several children might comment that recess went well that
day because there were no fights over the swings, or a child
might complain that the older children have written all over
their pietures hung in the hallway. The class may discuss
how important rules are for safety and for pleasure and may
review problems with existing school rules. The childten
may then decide which problems are urgent enough to be
worked on firsf. For example, children in one third-grade
class spent the first day of school without any classroom
rules. At the end of the day the class reflected upon the
numerous incidents that had occurred and became interested
in examining classroom ruled. Later they expanded their
interest to school rules.

In classes where tfie children are familiar with small
group work, they form groups to carry out tasks that they
have identified as needing to be done. With less experi-
enced children the teacher may find it beneficial in the
beginning for the whole class to work on one problem at a
time. Gradually, as the children become more able to follow
through on their proposed plans, the teacher may encourage
the class to divide the various tasks among small groups.
For example, one third-grade class divided their task of con-
ducting an opinion survey among.amall groups. Group size
was determined by the number of classes to be surveyedand
the number of students in their class. Withih the small ,

group there was further division of labor because different,
,*group members were good'at doing different tasks.

In addition to being efficient, small group work also
provides opportunities to practice oral skills and to ex-
change ideas. After completing their, investigations, which
may have included interviews with school personnel, faculty,
and the principal, the members of a group organize their

findings and then.present them to the class for discussion.
Small groups in one third-grade,class shared with the class
-Idlitmult-6 of their interviews wieh the three school prin-
cipals. Based on this informati.on, the Class made a de-
cision to compile:a list of ruees that would be applicable
,to all three schools.

Other language arts skills are learne4 and practiced fre-
quently during School Rules activities. The children pay
careful attention to their spelling, grammar, and composil

4 4
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tion when they write opinion surveys, letters, posters, and
handbooks of rules.. Several third graders in one class
wrote letters to their principal explaining why they dis-
agreed with some of the school rules. Other children in
this same class prepared rules handbooks which were placed
in the school library for other children in the school to
check out. Another third-grade class spent considerable
time rewording sone school rules BO that they would not
sound so negative. Most of the children relied on their
dictionaries to check the meanings of the words they used.

Methods for gathering information and opinions on school
rules soon become important when the children realize that
their opinions represent only a small portion of the entire
school. The interviei and opinion survey are seen as good
ways to obtain the needed data. Preparing for the sdivey,
the children make decisions about what questidns should be
asked, who should be surveyed and how many, how to make
arrangements to visit the various classes or people, and
how to divide the tasks so that maximum results may be ob-
tained with the least amount of redundancy and effort. One
third-grade class coMpiled a list of rules that'they felt
could be rules for the whole school. They obtained faculty
and principals' opinions on.these rules by using an opinion
survey. The survey was placed in every mailbax with a let-
ter summarizing their School Rules activities. In another
third-grade class an interview with the principal helped
the children accept rules that they found objectionable.

The problem of what to do with rule offenders frequently
arises. Resolution of this problem is obviously difficult,
and the class enages in many discussions on what is con-
sidered a fair penalty and how they can catch offenders
without impinging on rights of privacy. Children in one
third-grade class decided, after much discussion, that they
were not interested in who.violated a rule but rather in,
which rule was violated: This decision was based mostly on
their agreement that it would be hard to deal with older
violators-who might not reveal their names or wilo might make
fun of the small children. The children obseped in the
halls for several weeks, tallying the number of times a rule
was broken. Rules that were'violated the most were written
on posters to remind students to obey them.

Tallying and graphing is easily introduced to primary
children as they see the need to organize and nake pictures
of their information. Classroom experience has shown that
small children are able to understand and make decisions
based on simple graphs. If the children want to find.an



,"average," they can use the median which is easier to find
than an verage and is, in many cases, a better number to
use. I there is a need to compare percentages, such as the
percetage of children in different grades who think that a
rule s important, the cnildren can make a slope diagram,
whichi provides a visual comparison of ratios or percentages.

erience in many schools has shown that primary chil-
dren re able to'work in the Design Lab and axe able to use
the p wer tools with some adult assistance. In a third-grade
class Many children used the saber saw and electric drill to
make small signs and pendants from Tri-Wall." On the pen-
dants many children AFt the letters "O.T.S.R.," standing for
Obey the School Rules. Children in primary grades. workibg
on other MIES challenges have designed and built tables,
boxes, and even sandals from Tri-Wall or lumber.

40:
The followin flow chart presents some of the,student

activities--dis ussionsi observations, calculations, con-
structions--th t may occur during work on a School Rules
challenge. Be ause each class will choose its own approach
to a challeng , sequences of events given.here represent

, only a few o the many possible yariations. Furthermore,
no one clas is expected to undertake all the activities
listed.

TOe flo chart is not a lesson plan and should not be
usedlas o e. Instead, it illustrates how comprehensive in-
vestigat ons evolve from the ttudtentst discussion ofa
School ules problem.

4
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Challenge: Find ways of inf/uencing rulegland
the'decision-making process in the school.

Optional
Preliminary
Activities:

Possible
Student
Activities:

USMES Units: Play Area Design and Use
Classroom Management
Classroom Design

Design Lab'Design
Eating in School

Mass Communications

SoCial *Studies unit
on government

4-
Class Discussion: How 4,9 you feel about the school rules? What are the
school rules? Who makes-the school rules? How do other students feel about
the rules? How can we find out about the above questions?,

Data Collection: Interview with
teachers, principal, and other
school personnel to deteimine
school rules. Examination of
school handbook on rules.

Data Collection: Survey of teachers, students,
and school personnel to determine the number of
people who know the school rules, what rules.are
good or unpopular, which rules are most important,
etc.

Data Representation: Compiling survey results. Preparation o
bar graphs, histograms, slope diagrams and line charts of survey
data.

V
Class Discussion: Grou reports on survey and interview data. Discussionof rules, whether new on s,are needed or old ones need revision. Discussion 4
of ways to assess the ef ectiveness of present school rules.

Data Collection: Investigation of t
decislon.-making process (who makes the
rules, how can rules be changed or new
rules-made)..

n
1.

Data Collection: Observation of school (halls,
lunchroom, playgroued, etc.) to determine
effectiveness of old rules, frequency rules
are obeyed, etc.

Data Representation: Preparation of bar graphs histograms; and
line charts "of observation data.

)
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Class Discussion: Group reports. Decision made on important school rules.
Discussion of ways to encourage students to obey.rules, ways to publicize
rules, ways to handle student grievances, etc.

Presentation of plans to principal

Organi6tion of an

student council to
dent grievances, an
tiate new rules.

effective
(andle stu-

d(to ini-

Data Collection: Investigation
of ways to enforce school rules.

Consideration of what is a fair
penalty.

Campaign to inform and en-
courage children to obey
school rules (posters, plays,
letters to the editor of
school-paper, etc.)

Class Discussion: Report of groups. Discussion of ways to evaluate cam-
paign and any changes that have been made.

Data Collection: Observation i-n
school to determine effe,ctiveness 1
of school rules.

air

Data Collection: School survey
to determine changes in attitude
since first survey.

Data Representation: Compiling survey results. Preparation of
bar graphs, histograms, slcipe diagrams, and line charts of survey
and observation data.'

Class Discussion:, Report'of groups. -Evaluation of changes in the school
in terms of student behavior. Aseessment of needed revisions.

Presentation of 'results to principal.

Optional USMES thfits: P/ay Area Design and,Use Advertising Unit on government
Follow-Up Design tab Design Eating in School (especially judicial
Activities: Mass Communications Classroom Design branch of government

Classroom Management

,
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5. i COMPO ITE LOG*

This hypothetical account of a
sixth-grade class describes many

of the activities and discussions
mentioned in the flow chart. The

composite log shows only one of the
many progressions of events that
might develop as a class investi-
gates the School Rules challenge.
Documented events,from actual
classes are italicized and set
apart from the text.

,
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'After the children have been in school for a few days,

a discussion on School rules evolves after one new student

igs told by a teacher to return to the lunchroom with his

cookies. Confused, he asks several children in,his class

what the school rules are. It does not take lonftefore the

whole class is involved with the discussion.
"You're not supposed to run in school."

"No making a mess in the bathrooms."
"No marking on the walls."
Several children express surprise that eating is not al-

lowed outside the lunchroom. Other children laugh and say

that most of the rules are ridiculous anyway because kids
either don't know the rules or just ignore them.

At this point the teacher asks the students if they are
interested in investigating what the rules are and perhaps
doing something to encourage children to obey them. The

children quickly express an interest, and the teacher writes
the challenge on the board--"How can' we inform and remi

children about the school ruleS?"

After comparing various classes' classroom rules,
a third-grade class in Watertown, Massachusetts,
felt that they were not '12re what the school

rules were. They decided to make a list of rules

I/

which they felt should be school rules. Their list

consisted basically of safety rules and rules that
prohibited the destruction of school property. (See

log by Marybeth McGrail.)

Students in one eighth-grade class in Charleston,
South Carolina, felt that eighth-graders should have
some special privileges in school. From a long list

of desired privileges the class chose two to try to

obtain. (See log by Mary Ellen Warner.)

In the ensuing class discussions the children realize
that they first need to determine what the school ruleb are.
Because the teacher has only some of the rules written down,
the class decides that the principal would certainly know

*Written by USMES staff
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the rules! Several children volunteer to make an appoint-
ment with her. _They also decide to interview the custodian
because he gets around the sChool every day. The rest of
the class agrees that once they know what the, school rules
are, they can survey the school population to find out
whether the children know these rules and how they feel
about them. The class disbands and the two groups go off
to make their plans.

The f011owing day the teacher happens to meet the prin-
cipal in the hallway. She mentions what her class is doing
and that a group will be sodn making an appointment with
her. The principal expresses encouragement because she has
'been noticing many chlldren breaking the rules.

The Watertown class reaeived considerable encourage-
. ment from their school principal after he found out

that the children were planning to'investigate school
rules. The princifial informed the children's teacher
that if the students provided good reasons to change
or modify a rule, he would seriously consider their
recoMmendations. (See log by Marybeth McGrail.)

A

'The interview group makes appointments for the following
week. They agree that while they are,waiting, they had bet-

iter prepare a clear and succinct explanation of what their
class is doing. Several days are spent making an outline.
Their outline appears as follows:

1. Identify hich ciAss we're from (Mrs: B.!
sixth g de)..

2. How we _ecame interested in school rules
(rohn'S incident with his cookies, asking
class what the school rules-were).

3. Our intentions--find out what the rules are.
Find out how everyone feels about these rules.
Find waysYto remind everyone to obey the rules.

Each group member makes a presentation using the outline.
The rest of the members listen and critique each speaker.
In the end, the group votes for one main speaker.

Children in one third-grade class in New York, New
Yolk, divided into small groups to conduct an opin-
ion survey. Several of the groups learned quickly

53



that some group members were not comfortable giving
oral presentations. These members either were tod
shy or were not familiar with the English language.
The children decided that these meMbers could do 1

other. tasks, (See lOg by Margaret McD. Cox.)

While fhe other group'is finding out what the school
rules are, the survey group discusses whom to survey. Shall
they survey only the older chiildren? Many group members im-
bediately say no because they have heard their younger broth-
ers and sisters complain many times that they feel no one
obeys the school rules. One child asks the teacher for the
list that contains the names and grade levels of all the
teachers.

In examining the list the children estimate that there
are about five classes per grade level from first through
sixth grades. The group decides to sUrvey three classes
per grade level, reasoning that this would cover more than
50% of all the classes.in the school. Two children compute
the number of children this woyld involve. Assuming an
average of 25 children per class, they multiply 25 children
titles three classes timesrsix grade levels. They get a
total of 450 children! The group gasps. Quickly realizing.
that they cannot possibly handle that many Surveys, the
children readily accept one child's proposal of only survey-
ing a few child en, say,5, from each of the three classes
per grade ley

The surve, group spends'considerable time debating the
best way to randomly choose the five children. The sugges-
tion of taking the first or last row of students in each
class was vetoed because teachers frequently put all the
restless children in front so that they can be watched. The
children decide they can avoid this problem 1Ry picking 4
diagonal +ow. Someone points out that Mr. J. and Miss E.
do not ariange the seats in rows. Rather, their students
sit in clusfers.

A long silence is broken suddenly when onexhild suggests
using the alphabetical class list and picking every fifth
name on the list. The group agrees that this method is fair
and would be the easiest. Rather than trying to obtain all
the class lists, the children feel that they can ask the
teachers to give them the five names. The.children also
decide to have each participating class teacher complete a
survey too. They spend several days composing a letter and
choosing the three classes from each grade level.

'
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Students iz the New York class wished to survey one
clasS per grade level in their school. Six small
groups were formed, each group to survey one class.
At first the groups picked a class based on whether
they knew and liked the teacher. It soon became evi-
dent that several groups wanted to survey the same
classes. The conflict was resolved by putting in a
container the names of all, the teachers in one grade
level. Each group then decided which grade level
theyswisheW to survey and drew a teacher's name at
the appropriate time. (See log by Margaret McD. Cox.)

The intervie* group learns and sha s with the rest of
the class the rules which the princi al menqoned as being
important in maintaining a safe scI6ol. The,five rules are--

1. lic(running in the school building.
2. No fighting.
3. No marking on walls.
4. No eating outside the lunchroom,
5. No staying after school after the final bell

rings.

Several children aie surprised that eating outside the
lunchroom is not allowed. Other children express annoyance
with the last rule because they want to stay after school to
work on individual projects. The class agrees that the sur-
vey group must find out whether other children in the school
feel the same way they do about these two rules.

Based on this class discussion, the survey group designs
the survey to a4minister to the various classes. They agree
that there are two main questions that the class.is inter-
ested in finding out:

1. How many children know that the above five
rules are school rules?

2. Which of the five rules do they consider i -
portant in maintaining a safe schwl?

4
Their -survey (which appears on the next page) is ,shown to the
class and is approved. .



Survey on School Rules Check (i) Your Answer

1. No running in the school building.
a. Did you know this was a school rule? C3,yes 0 no
b. Do you think this rule is C3 very important v/

0 slightly important I.

not important
in maintaining a safe school?

2. Nolighting.
a. Did you knOw this was a school rule 0 yes 0 no
b. Do you think this rule is 0 very important

O slightly important
0 not important

in maintaining a safe school?

3. No marking on walls.
a. Did you know this was a school rule? 0 yes 0 no
b. Do you think this rule is 0 very important

0 slightly important
0 not important

in maintaining a safe school?
49.

4. No eating outside tht lunchroom.
a. Did you know this was a school ule? 0 yes 0 no,
b. Do you think this rule is 0 very important

0 slightly important
0 not important

in maintaining a safe school?

5. No staying after school after the final bell rings.
a. Did you know this waa'a school rule? 0 yes 0 no
b. Do you think this rule is 0 very important

El slightly important
0 not important

in maintaining a safe school?

The children dLcuss the letter of explanation for the
teachers and agree that it should be written in ink and put
in each participating teacher's mailbox. The children reason
that all teachers like to receive handwritten letters rather
than a dittoed sheet of paper. The children divide into.six
groups, each group being responsible for writing thejetter
for three classes. One group's letter appears as follows:

trtiO
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October 25, 1975

Dear Mr. J.,

We are interested in.finding out what some of
your students and you think about the school-rules.
We would like to survey a few of your students.
Please give us a list of the names of every fifth
child on the alphabetical,class list. We would also
like to know when we can give the survey to these
students.

Thank you.

Students in Mrs. B.'s
sixth-grade class

A week later ail the surveys have been conducted, and the
class discusses the best way to tilly the results from all
the classes. They decide that if they divide into six
groups, each group can tally one grade level. They form
into groups and begin tallying.

At the next class discussion, the groups combine all the
data from the question about knowing or not knowing school
rules onto one large cha'rt drawn on the board. The chart
appears as follows:

Did you know this was a school rule?

No

running
No

fighting

/
No marking
on wall

No eating
outside

lunchroom

No staying
after
schoolNo% of

Children
Grade

Level yes no yes no yes no yes no yes no

14 1 10 4 9 5 14 0 0 14 0 14

15 2 12 3 12 3 15 0 0 15 2 13

14 k 14 .0 13 1 14 0, 0 14 1 13

115 4 14 1- -r4.---r---- - 15 1 14 1 14

15 , 5 15 0 12 3

..

15 0 1 14 -0 15

15 .6 15 0 15 0 15 0 3 12 3 12

Examining the chart on the board, the children soon real-
ize they cannot easily compare the various classes. Several
children suggest that bar graphs be made in order to cotpare

'1 .57
)/(
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the number of children in the various grades who did not
know which rules were school rules.

After cAducting their survey on the number of stu-.
dents in the Junior Hohse who did'or did not know
the Junior House rules, the New York class made bar
graphs. Their graphs showed the number of children
who did not know each house rule. (See log by
Matgaret McD. Cox.)

Several studfnts in.the Charleston, South Carolina,
class made atbar graph showing the number of votes
each desired priVilege received. The graph clearly
showed that most students wished to have Coke ma-
chines, to be able to leave school early, and to
leave the school grounds during lunch periods. (See

log by Mary Ellen Warner.)

The class,divides into five groups, each group graphing
the results for one rule. A few minutes pass, then one girl
exclaims suddenly that the comparison amongithe grade levels
will not be fair because in two claaes only fourteen stu-
dents were surveyed. The children stop work immediately.

Someone suggests surveying one more student from the two
classes. Another child suggests that if they figured the
percentage of,children in each grade level who dick not know
a rule, it would not matter if the number of childiren per
cla$s differed. The class votes and the latter idea is
picked. Togethen on the board the class calculates the per-
centage of students in each grade level who did not know
the rules.

Did you know this was a school rule?
Percentage who said "no"

No. of children Grade Level No running No fighting No marking No eating No staying

14 1 28.5% 35.7% 0 100% 100%
15 2 20.0% 20.0% 0 100% 86.6%

. 14 3 -0 7.1% 0 100% 92.8%
15 4 6%6% 6.6%* 0 93.3% 93.3%
15 5 0 20.0% 0 1933% 100%
15 6 0 0 0 80.0% 80%

._y
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Because all the percentages do not turn out to be whole num-
bers, the teacher decides to give a skill session on deci-
mals during math period. After calculating decimals to the
nearept hundredth, ,the class agrees tofbund them to the
nearest tent11. Each of the five groups then proceeds to draw
a graph of the percentage of children who did not know a
rule. Figure B5-1 shows one group's graph.

After making the graphs the class sees clearly that the
"No eating",and the "No staying".rules were the least known.

,

Several students wish to combine the five graphs onto one
graph and volunteer to do this. They check with the "How
To" Card file and find and use the set, "How to Show Several
Sets of Data on One Graph." Figure B5-2 shows their re-
sulting graph.

The children then wonder how these V070 rules compare in
importance to the other three rules, and so they turn their
attention to the second survey question. Another chart of
the data is thade.

Do you think this rule is important?

No running No fighting No marking on
alls

No eating out-
side lunchroom

No staying
after school

No. of
Children

Grade
LeVel very slight not very slight not very slight not very slight not very slight not

14 1 14 0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 14 0 4 10
15 2 13 2 0 15 0 0 15 0 0 0 3 12 0 1 14_

13
14 3 7 4 3 13 1 0 12 2 0 0 1 13 1 0
15 4 2 6 7 6 9 0 10 5 0 0 1 14 ' 0 2 13
15 5 0 5 10 5 9 1 2 13 0 0 1 14 0 2 13
15 6 0 4

.
11 5 8 2 4 10 1 0 1 14

1

,,0 2 13
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Again, the class agrees that a graph would display their
data more clearly than the mass of tally totals. However,
no one has any ideas on how to graph the three categories
in a meaningful way.

Eventually the,children decide that they can assign each
response category (very important, slightly important, and
not important) a certain number of points (three points
for very important, two points for slightly important, and
one point for not important) and then multiply the number'
of votes for each category times the number of points as-
signed to tIlat category to obtain a total score for that
responae caEegory. By adding these three totals one can ob-
tain a grand total. The children obtain the following grand
totals.



'No running No fighting No marking
on walls

No eati g out-
side lu chroom

No staying
after schoolNo. of

Children
Grade

Level' Grand totals Gfand totals./Grand totals Grand totals Grand totals

14 1 42 42 42 14 18
15 2 43 45 45 18 16
14 3 32 41 40 15 ' 16
15 4 25 36 40 16 17

15 5 '20 34 32 16 17
15 6 33 33 16 17

Remembering an assignment in
suggests finding an average
No one understands him, an
ceeds tb explain. An aver
can be obtained by divid
participating children

The class is quite
into their five groups.
all grade levels for
rThe groups spend

ing the averages.
be whole numbers
decimals. They

nearest tenth.
they record t
board, and s

Ratin A

th class on averages, one boy
pinion for each grade level.
so, using the chalkboard, he pro-
ge response for one grade level

g the grand total by the number of
that grade level.

pressed with this idea and breaks up
- Each group figures the averages for'

ne rule,

everal days during math time calculat-
ecause the averages do not turn out to

the class gains further experience with
gain agree to round the decimals to the

As each group completes its computation,
ir answers on a large chart drawn on the

e children check other lxbups' averages.,

es for Rule Im ortance

No running No f ghting No marking
on walls

No eating out-
side lunchroom

No staying
after school

Grade

Level
Average
Response

4erage
Response

Average
Response'

Average
Response

Average
Response

1 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.3
2 2.9 3.0 3.0 1.2 1.1

, 3 2.3 2.9 2.9 1.1 1.1
4 1.7 2.4 2.7 A 1.1 1.1 .

5 1. 2.7 2.1 1 1.1 1.1
6 3 22 2.2 1.1 1.1

i

3 = very important
2 = slightly important
1 not important

C2
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Many of the children then volunteer to draw the graph
shown in Figure B5-3. The work is accomplished much more
quickly this time.

The class discusses the latest graph. Several children
with younger brothers and sisters note that,the "No running"
rule becomes less important as the children get older. They
guess that because primarychildren are so small, they are
very conscious of being knocked down should someone run into
them in the hallway.

The children then compare the two line charts--the one on
knowing rules and the one on importance of rules. The teach-
er asks the class what they plan to do with this information.
Many children feel that they should investigate ways to al-
ter or eliminate the "No eating" and "No stayfag after
school" rules because the children did not know them4nd
did not think they were important. Other children feel the
class should see whether children in the school obey the
three rules they consider important in maintaining a safe
school. The class votes to divide into two groups to work
on these two aspects.

Those children interested in altering the two rules quick-
ly agree that the principal is the logical person to see.
They decide they need to plan a convincing presentation
based on the evidence the class has found. Preparations in-
clude writing up a summary outline to bring the principal
up-to-date on their activities and making the graphs neater
because they will be shown to the principal. The chqres are
divided among the group members.

Students in the New York class identified five rules
that were applicable to everyone in the school. A
group was chosen to present their work to the school
director and to see,if they could get their five
rules implemented on a schoolwide basis. (See log
by Margaret McD. Cox.)

After a short debate the second group agrees that obser-
ing the school population at various places and at certain
times of the day will provide them enough evidence of whether
children obeyed those three rules they felt were important.
The children decide that observation posts should be in
places that all grade levels frequent daily and agree on
five localities:

a



the lunchroom
2. the front door
3. the back door
4. the hall on the second floor
5. the hall near the library and rest rooms

They also agree on the following times to observe:

1. 8:45 A.M.--the beginning of school as the
children enter the building

2. 12:30 P.M.--during lunch hour
3. 2:30 P.M.--the end of school as the children

leave the building

The children spend several days making a schedule to be
sure each locality and time is covered by an observer. Ob-
servation tally sheets are made and several copies are dit-
toed. The final schedule and observation tally,sheet appear
as follows:

Time Lunchroom Front door Rack door Hall #1 Hall #2

8:45 Judy
12:30 Chuck
2:30 Ethel

Ray
Jim
TOm

Jean
Dan
Lois

Carol

Margie
John

Sue
Ed

Nancy

Name Time Location

1. No running

2. No fighting

3. .No marking

The children agree to observe on two days, Monday and Thurs-
day.

The third-grade class in Watertown.decided to observe
the school hallways in order to determine which rules
were violated the most. A chart was made on which
the observers could tally their observations. After
several' weeks of observation, the class noted that
the "No running" rule was violated the most. (See
log by Marybeth McGrail.)

P
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Figure B5-4

In order to determine whether children broke the
"No gum chewing" rule fifth131wth-graders in Lan-
sing, Michigan, conducted a wastebasket survey.
The survey consisted of collecbing gum and gum
wrappers from all of the wastebaskets in the school.

(II

In order that nci one would know when the ollectors
were coming, the teacher picked the day d time.
Following this survey, the class still f lt they
did not have enough evidence because many rooms had
no gum or wrappers in the baskets. Another survey
was conducted in which the respondents were asked

,

outright whether they chewed gum, whether they had
been caught, etc. The survey resultg revealed tht
most of the children admitted readily to,chewing
gum despite the rule. (From log by Kathryn McNenly.)

On Friday, the children discuss what occurred during the
two days of observation. Several observers remark that many
children were curious to know what they were doing. The
group spends the afternoon tallying and totalling the data.
Their totals for each time and each location appear as fol-
lows:

Number of Children Who Violated the Three Rules

Time , No running No

fr.door

fi htin

bk door hall 1

-

hall 2 lunchrm.fr.door

No marking

bk.door

,

,

hall 1 hall 2
845

lunchrm. fe.door bk.door hall 1 hall 2 lunchrm.

0 3 4 1 0 0 2 o o o o \ o o o
12:30 5 o 2 o 2 o 1 7 4 2 0 o 2 o
230 0 2 1 9 8 o 1 o o o 0 o 2 3

The children then decide to find the total violations of
each rule for each time period, reasoning that this is the
best way to compare violations of the different rules and
still be able to identify the times when most violations
occurred. Two children then draw the graph of the data -

shown in Figure B5-4.

Analyzing the data and the graph, the children note the
following:

1. Violation of the "No Running" rule occurred
mostly at the end of the school day.

4,1
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2. Violation of the "No Fighting" rule occurred
mostly,during the lunch period.

3. There were few violations of' the "No rking"
rule.

In checking their data for locations of, violations they find
that both the running at the end of the day and the fighting
occurred mostly in the halls.

During the class discussion the two groups (rule changes
and observations) share their findings. The first group
explains the principal's position on rules modification.
Agreeing that the group had convincing evidence that the
"No Eating" and "No Staying" rules were not too important,
the principal agreed to allow the student council to inves-
tigate ways to modify these rules and to submit their ideas
to her. She stated that should the student 4ouncil handle
this issue responsibly and effectively, She would allow it
to deal with more school issues relating to the student body.

The observing group present their graph and share their
conclusions. The class dismisses ways to remedy the situa-
tion during these two times. The idea of posting safety
patrols in the halls before lunch and at the end of school
is quickly vetoed for two reasons:

1, No one wants to give up his/her lunch time
or be delays4 in leaving school.

2. Everymft feels that the school would be like
a priscin with patrols spying-on you.

The class agrees on the following solutions:

1. A few minutes before school lets out, remind
the children not to run.. The public address
system would be used.

2. Put signs up in the halls to,remind children
not to push and shove (causing fights).

The third graders from Watertown made posters and
school rules handbooks to remind the childrbn what
the ruleS were. The posters were hung throughout
the school; the handbooks were put in the school
library for children to check out and use. The chil-
dren also made colomful necklaces and campaign but-
tons with the letters D.T.S.R. (Obey The School
Rules) on them. These were made from Tri -Wall and



yarn, and attracted much attention from the other
chllaren. (See log by Marybeth McGrail.)

The two solutions are put into effect. It becomes clear
at the end of the week, after the novelty hat worn off, that
the children resume their old habits. The class hotes this
and decides to find other ways to replace the public addresssystem and posters. In the ensuing months the class works
on a'Mass Communications

challenge bf finding good ways toremind the school population about the school rules, partic-
ularly the three that were,identified as being important.

6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER What: are the school rules?
INVESTIGATIONS AND ANALYSIS

Haw many children do you think know what the school i-ules
are?

How do you feel about the schobl Tules?

How do you think other students, the principai, teachers,and school personnel feel about the rules? How can we
find out?

4
How many people should we ask? How do we pick.these peo-ple?

How can we'find outlf our questions are'easilyfunder-
stood? How can we find out if answers to'our questionswill give us the data we want?

4

What is a good way to make a picture of our data?

What does our data tell us?.

'Whp makes the school rules?

Which rules are most important in maintaining a safe
school?

Which rules need revising? What new.rules are needed?

39



How do we go about seeking additions and/or revisions of
the school rules?

How can we inform the rest of the school on what the rules
are?

How can we encourage everyone to obey the rules?

?.

What is a fair penalty?

What has occurred in the school since we implemented our
campaign to obey the achool rules? How much change has
there been?

How have these changes made a difference? How can we find
out?

What revisions need to be made to our campaign on rules?

Now can we compare how children in the different grades
feel about the rules?

c'



C. Documei3ation

1. LOG ON SCHOOL RULES

by Marybeth McGrail*
Hosmer School, Grade 3
Watertown, Massachusetts
(Novernber. 1974-April 1975)
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ABSTRACT
Being in a team teaching situation, this third-grade

teacher worked with, half of the class (tufenty-two students)

bn USMES. ,Norking approximately two and\one-half times per
week, the class first examined classroom rules. The chil-
dren conducted a survey among the various grade levels to
determine classroom rules. For school rules, the childlen
compiled a long list of rules which they felt would make the
school safe. The list consistea of safety rules, rules that
prohibited the destruction of school property and two rules
stressed by the principal, no pets in the classroom, and no
wearing hats in the school building. Several children dis-
agreed with the principal's rules and wrote letters to him

, stating their reasons for d4tagreement. The principal later
came to the class to explain his reasons for the rules. To
remind students to obey the school rules, posters, wall
plagues, and campaign buttons were made and hung in the hall-
ways.. Handbooks were also made to inform the other students

, ;ghat the school rules were% These books were placed in the
school library for students to check out. After the posters
had been hung in the halls for several weeks, the class
noted that many were either tOrn or written on. These in-
cidents prompted the class to monitor the halls to determine
which rules were vio/ated the most and to put up additional
postert.

During the months of September and October we discussed
and'looked at tules in our qlassroom as well as in other
classes. We also discussed reasons for rules and considered
fair penalties for violating ehe rules. The children made
4 list of all our class rules. Later they made a survey to
determine what the classroom rules were in other grade
levels. Their survey consisted of the following four ques-
tions:

*Edited by USMES staff
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1. Does your class have any rules?
2. Who makes the rules, students or the teacher?.
3. What are the rules?
4. Why do you need these rules?

The children surveyed one class in each grade level from
kindergarten through sixth. The rules for each grade levet
were'recorde4, on the board. The children noted that some
rales were identical in all the grades, such as no shout-
ing, no running, no gum chewing, and no fighting. They also
noted one rule that differed between primary and intermedi-
ate grades. The older children were permitted to leave the
rdam, one st a eime; by jupt signing out, while the younger
children had to seek permission.

In November, we expanded our investi.gations of rules to
school rules. During the initial discussion it was evident

.

that the children were unsure of what the school rules were.
However, they surmised that Many of ihe sdhool rules, like
many classroom rules', were common sense safety rules. For
example, they agreed that the classroom and the school would
be safer if children did not run, yell, or fight. The class
decided to.mkke a list of rules that they felt would make
the school safe. In order for the rule to be included on
the list, a good reason for its necessity had to be provided.
The class listed twenty-one rules, including two of the
principal's (no hats and no pets). The class voted on which
rules they felt were very important and placed a star beside.
each one. All rules on the list were voted as being impor-
tant except one, "no clogging bathroom toilets."

1. No running in corridors*
2. ,No tlogging up bathroom toilets
3. No writing on bathroom doors*
4. No pets in the classroom*
5. No stickers im lockers*
6. No throwing things around*
7. No sticking.out tongue*
8. Don't clap erasers against building*
9. No swearing*

10. No fighting*
11. No stealing*
12. No tripping*
13. No clowning*
14. No jackknives*
15. Obey fire drill rules*
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16. No chewing gum*
17. No breaking anything*
18. No throwing snowballs*
19. Don't wear hats*
20. Care.for.your stars and stripes friend*
21. .Respect for others*

The principal's two rules (no hats and no pets) created
soue discussion. Many children could not understand why
pets, especially small ones, such a$ turtles, fish, or ger-
bils, could not be in the classroom since they were not dis-
ruptive. Similarly, several children could not understand
why hats had to be taken off in the school building. We
talked about providing good reasons against these rules
since the principal had mentioned to me that he would seri-
ously consider altering rules if the children could provide
sound arguments for change. The dissenting childreti agreed
that they would think of reasons and write letters to the
principal.

We talked about what to do with the list of school rules.-
There was a quick cionsensus to inform the rest of the school
what these rules were. Posters were suggested as well as
rules handbooks. The children felt that the handbooks could
be placed in the school library for children to check out.

The class divided into three groups to make posters, to
write letters to the principal about his two rules, and to
make school rules handbooks. The groups worked simulta-
neously. Children moved to new groups when they had com-
pleted work in their old groups. Periodically, we had class
discussions to share what each group was doing. This log
documents the activities of each group, one at a time.

The six children who strongly disagreed with the princi-
pal's two rules spent several weeks composing and writi
letters. Individual letters were written. Three child
wrote letters regarding the "no pets" rule; the other th
children wrote their letters on the "no hats" rule. Figures
C1-1 and C1-2 show two children's letters. Because the
letters were going to the principal the children made a real
effort to write_ clearly, spell correctly, and employ proper
grammar. AfteK,severalfirafts the final letters were sent.

Several weeks later the principal dropped by the room to
acknowledge receipt of the_letters. He informed the class
that he understood their concern but carefully explained
his reasons for the two rules. He felt that both animals
and children would be healthier-if the animals were kept
only in the science room where a few animals were Rfesently

#
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kept. He also felt that under these controlj.ed conditions,
any animals that escaped would be restricted to only one
part of the school. He then explained his reasons for the
"no.wearing hats in the 5chool building" rule. He confessrd
to the class that he was a bit old-fashioned and strongly
felt that it was disrespectful for"children to wear hats in
a public building. The children listened attentively as the
principal spoke. Theyi5ere quite satisfied with his reasons,
and after he left, they voted to retain the two rules as
important school rUles.

Many children were eager to make the school rules hand-
books. We discussed what should be included in the books.
The children agreed that it would be too big a task to in-
clude all twenty-one rules that the class had listed. They

decided that eight' rules per book would beiadequate; each
child making a book was to pick the eight rules he/she wanted
in his/her book. Because I expressed a preference for the
rule, "Respedt for others," the children decided to include
this rule in all the handbooks.

The children spent several months preparing the handbooks.
They were particularly anxious to do a good job because they
realized that other children would be examining them.- Rough
drafts were first written and carefully scrutinized for cor-
rect spelling and grammar and proper sentences. On the

final copy, rulers were used to draw straight lines to in-
sure straight letters. After a rule was written, each child
drew a-picture to illustrate the rule.

EaCh child thought of his own reasons for the rules that
he chose to include in his book. Below are some of the chil-
dren's rules and reasbns.

No running in the corridors--"because if you run
and you go around the corner and Ameone else
is coming and you don't know, you might butip
and get hurt."

No stickers on the lotkers-:-"because if you.put
a sticker on your locker and you leave it there
for a month or two, then when you take it off
the lockers will be all black."

No writilig on bathroom doors--"because if some big
kid comes along and writes a sweartand then a
little kid comes along and starts sqing it
arOund other people and does not even know what
it means, he could get in trouble although it
was the big kid's fault.",
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When the handbooks were written, the children made covers
for them. Figures C1-3 and C1-4 show two pages from one
girl's handbook. The finished products were placed in the
school library -on a table which the librarian specially
placed near the aibrary door.

Several children, especially those with younger brothers
and sisters, chose to read their handbooks to another class,
before placing them in the library. The children made ap-
pointments with the classroom\teacher. They obtained great
pleasure in their reading of the handbooks. Several months
later the librarian informed the children that the handbooks
were the most popular books; every handbook had been checked
out. The class was very pleased.

The children interested in making posters discussed var-
ious ideas of what to pnt on the posters. Most of the chil-
dren decided to illustrate either a rule being violated or
the consequences of violating a rule. They spent several
weeks coloring.and"carefully printing the rule at the top.
Figure C1-5 shows one child's poster.

When several posters were completed, the children dis-
cussed where to hang them. Several children felt that post-
ers should be'hung in places where rules were violated the
most, for example, in the bathroons and hallways and near
the drinking fountain. Other children wanted to hang the
posters where friends could easily see them, for example,
near the various classrooms. A few children felt that the
posters should be hung in places where all classes went
frequently, such as the auditorium, library, lunchroom, and
hallways. After considerable debate, the gronp agreed to
hang them in common places such as the hallways, lunchroom,
and bithrooms. Before the posters were hung, permission was
sought from the principal, whd gave them his okay.

As the posters were completed, several children became
interested in working with the materials in the Design Lab.
These children made pendants and campaign buttons to encour-
age children to obey the school rules. Figure C1-6 shows
several children's designs. The children also made plaques
for other classrooms. On the plaque was written one-rule
the class voted as being important.

After the posters had been up for several weeks, the
children noted that some had been written on and others had
been torn down.* The children were naturally quite dis-
tressed, and we debated what out alternatives were. Some

*The children might investigate whether posters or plaques
survived for a longer time.--ED.
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children wanted to take the remaining posters 'down. One
child suggested having the prinLipal make an announcement
aer the P.A. system asking for the other Lhildren's Louper-
ation. Another suggestion, whiLh brought a lot uf laughter,
was tt. 'hang additional posters saying, "Nu tearing posters
down." After considerable discussion the Llass agreed to
hang the posters higher so that they were less accessible.

The above discussion brought to the fore the problem of
how to catch violators and appropriately punish them. Most
of the children agreed that violators should be detained
after school in uur room. However, the problem of catching
a violator raised questions in many Lhildren's minds. The
real problem of dealing with older children seemed unsolv-
able. The children agreed that the older children would not
reveal their names and probably would even make fun of them.
After lauch discussion we decided thdt we really were not
interested in Oho violated a rule but rather in what rule
was violated.

To observe what rules were violated the most, the class
decided to monitor the halls Wand agreed that the hallways
on all three floors should be monitored. Several children
wanted also to monitor,the school library.

The children designed a chart form on which to record
their data. All twentyone rules, were listed on the left
side of the chaxt. Additional space was left at the bottom
for children to write in additional misbehavior. To the
right of each rule was spaLe fur the observer to check the
rule if he saw it being iolated. ,BeLause we agreed that it
would be equally interesting to note all those children who
obeyed the school rules, we dec'ided to use checks (I) Lat.

stand for violators and stars (*) to represent those who
obeyed the rules. The children's chart luoked like the une
shown below.

Rules
.

.-

.

.

a

.

no running in corridors

no clogging up bathroom toilets

no writing on bathroom Aoors

no Pets in classroom
, .

no stickers on lockers
.

no throwing things around
.

(remaining,fAteen rules)
.

. _
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Each observer made his own chart using the above format. To
record the accumulated data, two girls made one darge chart
on the board.

The class agreed that one fifteen-minute observation
period per observer was sufficient time to gather data but
not so long as to be too tiresome. After the fifteen-minute
period, each observer was relieved by another child until
the children decided to stop observing for the day. .The
observation schedule for the first day was made and appeared
as follows:

Library Basement First Floor Second 1Woor

Greg Linda Julie Jamie
Jimmy Beth Rosena Joey
'Mark Moni9ue Scott Kimberly
'Michael Madlene . Jeffery

'Because aeverai children were out of the roomfor special
classes on the.first observafton day, these fifteen children

.

began Observing the hallways and the library in the morning.
*.These observations yielded the following.results.*

.. ..

.!

.,' Rule , . No. of Violators

rRan in hallw
.

aYs :

35
.. *de'ftnny noises. 1

Tbóled, in hallways 5
'. Yelled.inhalia:. 1 5

Whistled in halls . , i ' 3
: Sliding' fee on hall floors 5

... juPping:iithalls. :. '3

Slammed lockerg :: : : :.".
.

I '

'DuLng the ensuing month the 6hildren did not setup a
formal: schddule, ,Rathpr;.they observed only after they had
:coppleted their 'work and felelike monitoring. During these
Several weeke most of thg observations dccurted in the after-
-noon after. lunch., Aftey:one .month of, observing,, the: total '

:

' l
'feThe.chilMen'might discuss.the results of their obSeivations

..9.,an,the first a4y not only interma'f. the rules. most.ite-..

'..9d&it1k..jiiolated but also in terms of when theile
.. :p4Curre,C. They:tight also draw bar graphs.of both types

o irifortati,dn.. ,Future observations might: b made o1y at.
.

. : t.
,:**:

'-t :
'

. , ,
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results appeared as follows:*

Rule No. of Violatbrs.
4

Ran in corridors 105
Fought in hallways 5
Stickers on lockers 2'

Xelled in halls 36
Whistled in halls 6
Slid feet on hall floors

. 31
Jumped in halls 5
Slammed lockers 16
Was noisy in halls "6

Based on their observation
to make additional posters to
rules which they had found to

posters included rules on the

data, the children decided
remindchildren to obey those
be disobeyed most. Their
following:

No running

No yelling in the halls
No sliding feet on hall floors
No slamming locker "Nora

6
In the late spring the principal came into our room to

rdmind the children to close their locker doors. The chll-
dren decided immediately to make posters to put 'above the

'lockers reminding studenté to close the doors.

-

*The children might discuss *le categories of the violators,
,perhaps combining several. They ght also discuss how,
'this combination of categoxies a feces which rules are
violated the Most.--ED.
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2. LOG ON SCHOOL RULES

by Margaret McD. Cox*

United Nations International School,
Grade 3
New York, New York .

(September 1975-May 1976)

er'

ABSTRACT
The School Rules challenge evolved in this third-grade

class from a disculsion of possible rules for theid- class-
room. Several of the rules suggested were noted as being
applicable to the whole school. The students decided that
probably not everyone was familiar with the school rules,
if there,were any4 and decided that their challenge was to
determine what the school rules were and to see if they
could change some or add new ones. The children obtained
the rules for each house. They also learned'from the direc-
tor of the school that there were no overall school rules
written down for students. The class decided that they
could compile their own set of rules from the information
that-thgy_had gathered. The children Identified eight pos-
sible rules but reduced this number to five after a school
survey. The children reasoned that the fewer rifles there
were the more there would be a tendency to remember and obey
them. Because four.of the rules began with the word "no,"
they were reworded to sound less negative. The five rules
were then submitted to the faculty and princiAils for com-
ments and criticism. Based on faculty suggestions, the
rules were combined and reworded. A small group was then
seleeted to make a presentation to the director of the
school. Because it was close to the end of the school year,
the director promised to submit their idea to the school
faculty at the beginning of the next year.

We began the school year inveseigating classroom rules
before working on a School Rules challenge. The children
readily saw a need for classroom rules after spending the
first day without them. Interest soon expanded to what the
rules were in other classes and grade levels. The children
decided to' survey,one class per grade level in the,Junior
House. (Our school is divided into three houses: the Ju-
nior House includes grades K-5, the Middle House includes
grades 6-8, and the Tutorial,House inciudes grades 9-12.)
Four questions were included in the survey:

*Edited by USMES staff
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1. What kind of rules do you have in your classroom?
2. Wat kind of lunchtime rules do yOu have?
3. What kind of line-up system do you have?
4. What kind of rules do you have for.dsing dif-

ferent parts of the classroom?

Based on their survey findings the children made the fol-
lowing observations of rules in other grade levels:

r

1. Rules for the younger chipren were,different
from those ,pf the older children.

2. Because each classroom's mode of operation was
different, some classes had rules that were
not pertinent to others.

3. Many studénts were unfamiliar.with their class-
room rules.

4. There were-some rules'that were common to all
classes.

As a result of their classroom rules investigations they
decided to develop a set of rules for our room.

Our School Rules challenge evolved during a discussion
of,possible classroom rules. As the children named possible
rules for our class, I deliberately listed those suggestions
that were applicable for the entire school on the opposite
side of the board. Eventually I was questioned by several
children as to why I had separated these rules fromrthe main
list. One child pointed out the fact that these rules per-

.

tained to everybody in the school and not just to our class.
Some of these school rules included the following:

1. Get to school pn time
2. Eat lunch on time
3. No throwing things
4. No pushing to get classroom materials

I asked the children, if they thought everybody in the
schoal knew-all the school rules. There were answers in
both the affirmative ahd the negative. One girl suggested
immediately that we find out about the rules and post them'
around the school. I then asked the class if they would be
interested in pursuing this girl's suggestion. Everyone
agreed and we stated our challenge: "Find out what rules
we have in the school. See if we can change some or add new
ones."

While the rest of the class finished the activities per-

j
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taining to classroom ules, one group of six,began immedi
ately to worlc on the School Rules challenge. After some

intragroup squabbling, I intervened and focused their atten
tion on the task at hand. I asked them how they could find
out what the rules of the school were. One child suggested -

that we could obtain this information from the principal of
the Junior House, and another suggested seeing the overall
director of title school. The group decided to follow both
suggestions,. Four children, went to the principal's office,
and'two children went to the director's office.

The children who went to the principal's office were Lin
able to meet with him, and so they made arrangements with '

his secretary to return. The other WO children were unable
to meet with the director, but his secretary sent them to
the principal of the Tutorial House. As this principal was
also unavailable, his secretary arlowed the children to talk
to two students from the Tutorial House who happened to be
in the office. 'They were also givdn the Tutorial House
rules which we discussed later in class. .fr
rules the children identified those that really did not
apply to the whole school, but only to the older children
(e.g., No smoking). ,Later the rules.of the Middle House
were also obtained and discussed.

Several weekslater the four children were able to Fleet
with the Junior House principal. From their-meeting they ,.

obtained eight rulesyertsining to their house which they
then shared with the class:

t 1. Follow directions: 5. No toy guns
2. No chewing gum 6. No kicking on the
3. No running on stairS or monkey bars .

in corridors
. 7, Stay to the right

iiv No running inchains on ;of'the stairs

the playground 8. ,Be quiet when you I

/ come to assembly
,

In discussing these rules the children found that many
in the Glass did not know them. We hypothesized that quite

-a number of other children in the House 0.so did not know
them. We then decided to find aut how many children did,
in fact, know the,rules.

Ttle focus of the discussion turned to ways to obtain pun.
information. One suggestion was to divide into small groups,
each group interviewing one or more classes'. Within a.given
class the.old and new.students could be interviewed sepa
rately; Another studdnt suggested asking the teacher in



*""'

sCI

each class to identify one child who was familiar.enough
with his classMates to knOW whether they Itnew the House
rules, but this idea was quickly vetoed because everyone

- felt that each student should be asked. '

At this point in the d(scussion I-asked the children
what was the total number of classes in the Junior House.
From the number of classes per grade level we reached a
grand total of twenty-three classes. One girl commented
immediately that if there were twenty-three classes and
twenty-three children in our class, each child would,have
to interView one class. I reminded everyone that there had
been several in the class who had not wanted to interview
alone. Someone then suggested that perhaps some children
could interview in groupsand others alone.

We then considered the amount of time this intervieWing
would take. We talked about the fact that the classroom,
rules interviews had taken three weeksAnd only si classes (

were involved. One child said that some children did not
work efficiently within their groups. Part of this was_ due

to intragroup disagreements and to the fact that some chil-
dren were afraid to talk in front of another class. Others

said that their biggest problem Was finding a time suitable
for both their, group and the'class to be interviewed.

The class finally decided at it would be impractical
to visit all twenty-three clas s They again decided to
visit one class per grade level n the House. To chkiose

one class per gradqljevel, the children placed all the
teachers' names for a grade level in a container. One name
was drawn. This procedure was repeated for each level for
a total of six classes.

Once theY haddetermiged the classes to be interviewed,
I asked the class to thill of a good way to arrange con-
venient tides for their interviews, The children decided
to put a note in each teacher's-(mail box and to have the
teacher reply, (Because someone used the abbreviation,
R.S.V.P.,-we discussed both the English and the'French mean-
ing.) Together we coniposed the followi'ng note)?

Junior (House) 3, Miss Ccpes claSs would like
to do a survey in your class to see pow many
children knowthe Junior House-rules. We would
like to know when you would be free. 'R.S.V.P. -

To simplify.organizational procedures, someone suggested
. that they rethain in the same small groups that had been

formed for Elle preVious interview, but the class voted to
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change'. Before the class broke to form new groups, I cau-
tioned them to make sure that there was at least one person
in each group who was not afraid to talk in front of a new
class.

During the next several weeks the groups interviewed
their classes. Each group wr te the eight house rules on a
large sheet of construction aper. TO the right of each
rule were two columns labeled "know the rule" and "don't /
know the rule." During ehe interview each rule was read to
the class, and the number of children who did or did not
know that rule was recorded.

'The students then made bar graphs of their data and or-
dered all of the completed graphs according to grade aevel.
Figure C2-1 shows one group's data collection sheet and
their bar graph. (Unfortunately the surveys of the Ju or A
and Junior 3 clasSes were lost, much to the distreSs p the
involved group members.)

-The students noted ehat the younger children (Junior 1
and Junior 2) knew more of the rules than the older children.
One boy suggested that perhaps the teachers in these grade
levels repeated the rules more often to remind their chil-
dren and that teachers in the upper grades assumed that the
older children had better memories and did not need frequent

letter- reminders.rr
Because the class was not successful in arranging a con-

of ev.eflier arriv, 0,f1.r ,ise.s
venAipt time to meet with the director of the school, they3.-.Albe

wee picalt two students to *rite a letXero him asking whether,fr"e -trent oinl for a Two
there were any rules that pertained to the whole school.
Figure C2-2 shows the letter that the class composed and
sent.ru es 'Iry J.1 he ce are some. tchool

Several weeks later the class received a reply (Figure+/%lost 4re e in the Parer% I s C2-3) stating that there were overall rules for the school
and that they were listed in a parent's handbooko-The direc-tion (I be 0 It. bie ct.o nit have "clt

- --tot also stated that there Was no such handbook for students.ft4, io for .boyj Arid i

Together we went over the rules in the handbook for par-
s,- I%

ants. The students6identified the rules that pertained to
the" whole student body, such as "Students cannot leave

± A.." click ci e &Jar itinj
Per haps we 44'1 school early without writtev permission." They felt thatS-o4k a pro,4eat

ether tules were more relevant to parents or to specificose yo.r provecl far 014er 4.1453es. grade levels, such as "Mail all party invitations."
,

. I asIted the class whether, in view of the fact that there7..kAva IL 1 ov for _!.i.our 1,. 1

were no school'rules written down for students, did theyV I.

stal,feel rules were neessary. They replied that they did
and decided that, with the information they had collected
in the rules in the different houses, they could compile
their,own st of school rules.

4
Figtpie .C2-3
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The class proceeded to go through the lists that they
had collected previously from the Tutorial, Middle, and

Junior Houses, There was much interesting discussion as to
why they felt certain rules should or should not be consid-

ered a school rule. They agreed that the Tutorial House
rule, "No chewing gum or eating in the halls," was a good
school rule because, as one boy pointed out, gum ruined

clothes and school books. They also agreed that "No unnec-
essary screaming" was a good school rule. For a while they

debated the rule "No cutting,classes" and finally de%ided
that it did not apply because cutting school was not an easy

thing to do.
When all the lists of rules had been examined, the class

identified the following eight rules that they thought were

applicable to the whole school:

.1. No leaving school early witt;Out permission

2. No chewing gum or eating in the halls

3. Be considerate of others

4. All food must be eaten in the cafeterfa

5. No hardballs 0

6. No toy guns
7. No leaning out of windots

8. No running on stairway or in halls

A week later the class decided Ihat eight rules were too
ma67. The general feelihg was that there would be more of
a tendency' to obey rules if there were only a few and that
fewer,rules would also be easier to remember. They agreed

arbitrarily that five rules was a good number, but because
they felt that all the rules were good, they did not know^
which ones to eliminate. I took this opportunity to remind

, them that they were but a small fraction of the school and

that if they wanted thesq rules to apply schoolwide, they
might want to do something about getting other opinions.
The class agreed and.decided to do a schoolwide survey ask-
ing students to state their preference for five of the-eight

rules.*' .
. .

- Because this survey would involve quite a few more people

than they had previously surveyed, I Introduced the idea of

a riindom sampling. The children then organized themselves
into three groups, one group tor each of the three houses.

57

*The students might consider. whether a survey on preferences .

for rules would give the same results as a survey to deter-

, mine ighich rules students felt were necessary.--ED.
A
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At this polilt I left each group entirely alone to make their
decisions as toshow they w re going to conduct their survey,
how they would set up t vey, and how many people they
would survey. All of the g oups worked exceptionally well.
resolving any differences without any interference flrom me.

9 Within each group the members paired op. Each pair then
1 made up its own data collection sheet, which consisted of a

1 ' sheet of construction paper with the eight rules written on8
it. To the right of the rules there were two columns, the ^0 3 first column for tallies and the second one for the totals.
Figure C2-4 shows two children's data collection sheets.

.2. 8 The gsoup responsible for administering the survey in the
Junior House decided to sample one class at each of the3 9
levels so that they would get an age range. The children

7 felt comfortable giving the survey because thex knew the
classes and thg teachers.

The groups esponsible for the two upper houses, however,'
were totally familiar with the students and faculty. Con-
sequently, rdIey surveyed any class that was able to take
their survey at the tithe. In some cases teachers were in-A. ea dt, 4 A.

cluded in the sampling because the children did not know
teachers from students. Before Christmas vacation the three
groups surveyed about sixty students in each house..

After vacation we evaluated our progress with the school-
wide survey. The group responsible for the Tutorial House
had interviewed two groups of fifteen and one group of
twenty, or fifty students. The Middle Hou6e group had in-
terviewed thirty-eight children.

Tftalling the numbers, we discussed whether these 163
'students represented an adequate number of opinions. At one
boy's suggestion we Voted on whether it was necessary to in-
terview tore people. The majority felt that we needed more
opinions.

As the amount of time available for our USMES activities
was limited, I asked the children to take this factor into
account when deciding on the total number bf student opin-
ions they felt would be a representative,sample. Four totals .
were given as being good sample sizes--150, 200, 24, Eloo.
The 150 total was e.b.iminated when someone noted that thy
already exceeded this'Smount. The 600 total was decreased
to 350 after one girl noted that this amount was too un--

realistic for the amount of available tite. The class then
voted to use a sample of 250 students.

We then did a calculatiotkon the board. We subtracted
the number of children already surveyed (163) from the total
number of children they wished to survey'(250) to determine

If

Figure C2#
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the,number of children we had yet to survey (87). We then
divided this amount by three,(three groups) and determined
Oat each group needed to survey 29 more people. This task
was accomplished during the next several days.

When dll the surveys )tad been completed., we gathered to-
gether to.share our results. We discussed the best way to
record all the data and drew a chart form on the chalkboard '

with subtotals placed to the right of each rule. Various
students then added the subtotals and placed the final total
in the far right calumh.

Rules Totals Full total

1. Nceleaving school early
without permission 9, 12, 8, 18, 17, 1, 1, 5, 7, 7 87

2. No chewing gum or eating
in the halls 3, 6, 10 7, 16, 4, 4, 7, 2, 5

.

64

3. Be considerate of others 11, 27, 18, 17, 14, 18, 20, 8, 2, 8 143

4. All food must be eaten
in the cafeteria 3, 9, 5, 7, 8, 4, 7, 1, S, 3 52

5. No hardballs 10, 16, 10, 5, 3, 8, 3, 5, 7 67

6. No toy guns 18,, 19, 7, 5, 18, 16, 2, 17, 11, 15 129

7. No leaning out of the
window - 11, 6, 19, 9, 19, 14, 2, 14, 17, 14 115

8. No running on stairway
or halls (unavailable) 60

With one rule (6. "No toy guns") 4e ran into a pioblem.
The children were surprised that the total was so high,be-
cause the rule was not one that they had thought would be
epopular..

Because my attention was diVerted dtiring the time the :
class was workirig on the total fon this rule, I told them to
continue totalling the other rules while I tried to figure
what had happened. Fortunately, our USMES observer saw what
had occurred and whispered quietly to me that the child who
was recording the totals had aocidentally placed a number in
the tens column rather ehan the ones column.

When the children returned fKom the library, I explained
what had happened and took the opportunity to give a lesson
on place value. The children were very interested and we
concluded it by reading the revised (and somewhat lowet)
total for the gixth rule.

The five most popular rules were as follows:* '

*The students might discuss whether the wording of a question
was responsible for the results.--ED.

I)
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1. No leaving school without permission
2. No leaning out of windows
3. Be considerate of others
4. No guns allowed
5. No hardballs in dchool

8.1 4

W4,4.44. -
, Several weeks later we examined our list of five rules.47

I asked the children to look particularly at four of th9(41,414 wav th.s.t
rules to see whether they noticed anything about the wdid-t...,

ing. One child immediately stated that they all began with
the word "no." Anoeber child commented that "no" sounded
too severe and suggested that perhaps we could rewprd them
so that they would not sound so negative. Agreeirig to this

. idea, the class split into small groups to reword'the four
rules.

H. L...4.

W.

is . ,

The children worked with great enthAiasm on this reword-
ing task. As I walked among tile #oups, I heard their
discussing the merits and negative, aspects of suggested re-

'wbrdings. They consulted the dictionary frequently. Figure
C2-5 shows the work of two groups.

Competing the groups' work, we nOticed that several of
the rewordings were similar. We redorded oh ehe board all

. Figure C2-5

the different wordings for each rule and voted to select the
best woeding for each rule. The following are the rules in
their new form:

1. Please be Considerate &nd do not leaVe
school without( permissi

2. Be considerate of others
3. Please do not bring hardtm116 to school

for your own safety
4. Guns can be dangerous
5. Please do not lean out of windows for your

own safety

Satisfied with their rules the class next discussed what
they wanted to do with them. The children felt it would be

. important fo determine how teachers and principals felt /
about their rules and toTet ideas from these people on haw
the rules could be implemented. After brsaking into small
groups to think of ways.to get ivr touch with and interview
teachers and principals, the children came up with the
following ideas to'accomplish their aims:,

1. Write letters to the teachers
2." Make appointments to talk to the principals
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3. Thlk to the ptlncipals
4. Ask the principals to 2iscuss their rules

with teachers

As we talked about wnat should be included in the letter,'
one girl suggested that we include an explanation of what
our class had been doing and how we had arrived at these
five school rules. The discussion generated four pieces of
information that should be in the letter;

1. Who we are
2. What we have done
3. What We would like to do
4. What we would like them to do

'At first all the childien wanted to try writing separate%
letthrs, but they then realized the great amount of time it
would take to read and choose one letter from twenty-four
different letters. Therefore, they decided to break into '

three gibups, agreeing that one letter out of three wouldbe
a much easier choice. 'I agreed with their decision and fur-.

ther suggested that one person be responsible for writing
while the seven other members be responsible for Ihe think-
ing,

The following session the,children went immediately to
theiegloups to work on their letters, a task they soon
found to be very difficult, There was much disagreement
among themselves as to the order of past events and whether
some of the suggested activities were actually Virried out.
Arguments also evolved over work preferences. (Later I'
noticed that this p oblem was,resolved by the members voting
on every idea befo 'it'was ittcluded in.the letter.)

After several a onizing weeks the children began to b/lk
at getting into the r letter-writing groups. The task of
recalling events that had occurred eight months ago, plac ng'
the events in logical sequence, summarizing main ideas, and
so forth, obviously required skillp that even older students
would find challenging. I decided,to call the whole class
together to'discuss their difficulties.

,I asked them if they knew why the, groups were having
trouble working on the letters and why,they were not accom-'
plish4ng Much. The children immediately picked on the more
difficult children in their groups, claiming that they were
acting silly and being disruptive. I did .not comment on .

these statemeas but rathei focused their attention on.the.
tabk of compiling and writing a letter. A unanimous chorus

,10,)
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of "yes" was heard when I asked whether they found letter-
writing hard. I suggested that perhaps\we could compile
the letter together, and they immediately agreed.,,.

During the week that we were writing the-letter, I re-
ceived a questionnaire. I thought that perhaps a question-
naire might be a useful tool for the class, and so I showed
them mine. Although unfamiliar with what it was called,
many knew the purpose of the questionnaire. (One child said,
"It's a way to find out about things from people.") I asked
them if they thought it might be a useful way for them to
find out how ehe other teachers felt about their rules.
They were very interested in the questionnaire idea and de-
cided to try it out.

We then worked as a whole class tb formulate the ques-
tionnaire. They gave ideas and I listed them on the board.
One cild Vas then chosen (because she had good handwritin0
to write the questions on the ditto master. Copies.of,the/
latter and questionnaixe Were then run off on the ditto
maFhine. Tigures C2-6 and C2-7 show the final letter and
questionnaire.

For the next several days small groups made appointments
to visit with the principals of the three houses. The
principals read and commented favorably on their letter.and
questionnaire and gave their approval for the cfass to place
them in teachers' mailboxes.

The,letter and quetionnaire were subsequently placed in
all the teachers' mailboxes in the three houses. Of the
twenty-one responses that were returned one week later, nine-

./ teen were in favor of written rules for the whole.school.
One teacher felt that it was extremely difficult to find 1

common rules for all.three houses. Another teacher felt
that there should be additioilal rules for each house.

The children were interested in the teachers' comments
on the rules. One teacher expressed that being consid-,
elfate o others should be a way of,life, not a rule. Another
teachei suggested that yules 1 and 2 ("Please be considerate
and don't leave school without permission" and "Please be
considerate of others") could be combined since they were
quite similar. Rule 3 ("Please do not bring hardballs to-
school for your own safety") was thought to be too specific
and that a rule on safety would be better. One teacher sug-
gested combining this rule with rule 4 ("Guns can be danger-
ous"). For rule 5, ("Please don't lean put of windows for

'4 your own safety"),, one teacher suggested that it be broad-
ened to compass other safety measures.

We all agreed that the general consensus of the other

01
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teachers on the stndents' rules'was that of, approval. 14e
decided that we weuld rewrite and combine theyulea to fol-
low some of the teachers' suggestions.

Several children felt that the first rule ("Please be
considerate and don't leave school without permission") did
not sound like a rule. One boy pecommended that we return
to the original wording, "No leaving school without permis-
sion." 'Nis idea was accepted. The second rule rBe con-
siderate'of otherel remained the same. The children
broadened the third rule ("Please do not hr4g hard balls
to school for your own safety") to include ail dangerous
items. The reworded rule was "Do not use objects that tan
be dangerous,in the playground, e.g., Frisbees, hard balls,
skateboards' roller skates." The fourth rule, ("No guns
allpwed") was changed to read "Guns ca be dangerous," while

ws") iWas revised tothe fifth rule ("No leaning out of wind
read "No leaning or shouting out of wAnd

The children were satisfied with their
agreed that thein next step was to present
rector of the school. The class chose a.small delegation to
approach the director to explain our work and to see whether
we could implement our rules on a schoolwide basis.

Turing the meeting with the director, each member of the
group had the opportunity to4explain our class activities
on School Rules. The explanation lead to their proposal

'that the five rules be applied to the entire school. Tip
director felt that the,rules were good and told them that in
order for them to be,Implemented he would need tapproval
of the teaching staff. Because it was so close EFIthe end
of the school year, he promised he would submit their rules
proposal to the school faculty at the beginning of the next
school year.

5."
evisions and
hem to the di- '

4
6

4..



3. LOG ON SCHOOL RULES.

by Mary Ellen Warner*
* Wallace Middle School, Grade.8

Charleston, Solith Carolina
/ ,(September 1974-January 1975)
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ABSTRACT

After several weeks of complaining about a lack Of spe-
cial privileges for eighth graders, this class decided to

( Investigate ways they could obtain some privileges. They
listed all the privileges they wished to have and later sur-
veyed the other eighth:grade classes to determine their
.desires. By way of &vote, the list was pared tO two top
choices, a Friday afternoon'free period anCi Coke machine.
In order to obtain either privilege, the class agreed to
meet with the eighth-grade teachqrs to determine what they

, would require before agreeingtbgeither of the two privil
legeg. The class learned that tardiness was\a big concern
among the teachers as well ds oveall behaviO. After check-
ing withsthe assistant principal, the class investigated
getting a Coke machine. However, they were turned down by

' the company because of previous vandalism in the school.
The class then informed'thelother eighth'graders that the
Friday free period was contimgent on being on time to classes
and on behaving well.. After several weeks the eighth grad-
ers earned the Friday afteradbn free periods, rrhich wereheld in the school dafeteria.

From the beginning of school my students hed been com-
'plaining ab.out how they were not able to have any privilegesat school. After one of these complaining days we talked
about this problem and discussed what we Coun do about it.

The students had many ideas of privileges they desired.
We decided to list all of their ideas on the board. Some
of their ideas included the fglloOing:

smoking 1
recess dpring eighth period (last period of the day)
go tokurger King for lunch.
get out of school early in order to get on the

buses first
Coke machine
air conditioning

open campus (leave school grounds when you did
not have p class)

*Edited by USME8 staff

)
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longer recesses

'Realizing that they could not work for all these privi-
leges at the same time, the class became inliblved in an ex-

tensive debate. One very vocal group wanted to work towards

obtaining,smoking privileges. One boy suggested that if all

the smokers obtained parental permission, the school adminis
tration could hardly turn them down. Another suggestion was

to have all the smokers congregate in front of the school
building and light up!

Before this discussion could get any farther, several non-
smokers riissaftheir objections. One girl felt that this
privilege vaiPbeneficial to only a few students. She felt

that the class should try to obtain a privilege that every-

one in the eighth grade wanted: .phe reminded the class of

last year's eighth graders who had the prpilege of getting
out of school a little early in order to get,on the school

buses first. Hovever, for reasons unknown, this privilege
had not been extenda to this yearls class. She suggested

that perhaps tht class conild find out why and perhaps re-

verse this decision. The class was agreeable to this sug-

gestion. Before the class disbanded for the day, they
decided that various people should investigate the following
questions:

I.: Whg is responsible for granting eighth-grade.
privileges? . . ..

2. Who was responsible for the "No Smoking" rule?.

The folloWing week the class heard the rep9rts of those

. students who had investigated the smoking rule and the

eighth-grade privileges. Reporting on the smoking rule, one

boy told the class that the principal had told him that,the

k.
'school board was responsible for this rule. The two girls

who had investigated eighth-grade privileges reported that
the principal and assistant principal had, as yet, not con-
sitlered what privilege to grant the eighfh graders and would

do so soon.
.

Although some of the smokers still wanted to seek the
smoking privilege, the-majority of the class wanted to find
out what all the eighth graders wanted and to work far that
one privileger The class Vas quite excited that the prin-
cipal and assistant principal would consider their ideas.

The class,had a lively discussio as to how to surv6y

1
the entire eighth grade. One sugges

1

ion was to gather all

u
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1

the eighth graders in the cafeteria and allow everyone to
give his ideas/ however, this idea was rejected after they
realized that it would be too difficult to keep track of all
the ideas. Also, many students felt that a lot of the stu-
dents would make too much noise and fool around..

-A second idea was to design a survey listing all their
proposed'privileges. The respondent would then check the
privileges fie wanted the most. One 14, wondered what would
happen if a respondent did not want any of the privileges
listed. The class -felt that this person could write in his
preference at the bottom of the survey sheet. However,
after some thought the students felt that write-ins plus
their own list would be too much'trouble. The lastidea,
which was accepted by the class, was to have each eighth
grader write down the one privilege he wanted the most.

Several days were spent making preparations for the sur-
vey. In order to prepare the ballots, the class estimated
the number of eighth graders in the.school. Knowing that
there were eleven classes, the students estimated that each
class contained approximately thirty students. Multiplying,
they came up with a total of 330 eighth graders. The class
consequently cut approxillately 330 paper ballots of equal
size. They decided that the ballots would be easier to
count if they were all the same size.

The survey was administered to dal fhe classes by pairs
of students. To facilitate the tallying, the class put all
those suggestions that sounded alike in the same pile. The
results revealed thifteen different privileges that the
eighth graders wanted. These privileges along with the
total votes are shown below. One'girl made a graph of the
data as shown in Figure C3-1.

Privilese Number-of Totes

4oke machine 84
;.1.eave school ground during

lunch (Go to Burger King,
Grants, etc.) 59

Get out of school early 57
Have eighth period to go outside 14
Have pep rallies 5
Allowed to smoke 5
Have an open campus 2
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Privilege

1

Number of Votes

Have parti6
Eat first
No dress code 4;
Allowed to cut,classes
Air conditioning
Long recesses

2'

1

1

1

1

r' Total Votes 233

The class realized that the list needed to be reduced,
and they decided tp accomplish this tyfvoting. They agreed
that at least fifty per cent of the clgab had to vote foi a
privilege in ordeeto remain on the list. The resulting
vote left nine privileges:

Coke machine
Longer recesses )

Have eighth,period to go outside
Have an,open campus
No dress code
Get out of school early
Allowed to smoke
ilave pep rallies

Leave school grounds during lunch

Still not satisfied with this liat of nine Privileges,
the class decided to vote again, using the same percentage
requirement. This time three privileges emerged as most
desired.* (See Figure C3-2 for a graph of the data.)

Privilege . Number of Votes

Coke machine 25

'Longer recesses 25

Have eighth period to go outside 20
Have an open campus 12
No dress code 12

Get.out of school early 11

Allowed to smoke 9

Have pep rallies 9

Leave school grounds during lunch 9

*The students might compare the class peeferences with pref-
erences of the whole school. This might be followed by a
discussion about the different procedures followed and which
procedure was more valid.--ED. .

11.1
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The class discussed the V4O privileges, longer recessed and
eighth period outside, and agreed that they were pretty much
the same privilege. Sevefal students questioned the practi-
cality of requesting all eighth periods (Moliday through
Friday) to be recesses! After some debate, the class agreed
that their chances of obtgining one afternoon eighth period
as recess would be much better. They agreed'that Friday
afternoons would be best.

We talked about the possibility of obtaining a Coke ma-
chine. I told the class that there was a po'ssibility that
a Coke machine for students in the.schools was against
school district policy. The students decided that they
would further investigate this.

The class next discussed how to go about obtaining either
the Coke ma hine or Friday afternoon pecess. Unanimously,
they felt t at the only way they could finddbut would be to
meet with t e teachers and principal to deterbine what their
requirements were. Deciding that their case would be
stronger if the whole eighth-grade faculty supported them,
most of the class wanted to meet first 1.rith the teachers. ,

After several attempts io make appointtlents with all the
teachers, the class finally got some of the faculty to meet
with them during one lunch period.

The, meeting with the teachers%pioved to be 'bah dIsap-
pointing and dutcessful. The elected group of five students
was disavotuted that only three teachers showed up. The
group explained what the class was working on and the pur-
pose of the meeting. The teachers agreed that either of the
two proposed privileges, the Cdke machine and the Friday,
afternoon4frfree period, was reasonable. They told the group
that they would feelocomfortable granting a Friday free
period only if various conOitions codld be met by the eighth
graders. Their conetions were as fo/lows:

1. Students must stop beinetardy for glass.
Everyone must be in their seat when the bell
rings,.not running in the door.

2. Students must behave during eighth period.om.
the other four days of the week. -

The group of students did npt feel these requirements were
.unreasonable.

The group reported to ale plass on their meeLng with the
three teachers. The classiltso agrea that the two require-
ments were reasonable. They began makilig,plans to inform
the rest of the eighth graders what privilege would be

1 12
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granted if these two requirements were met. They listed on
the board four different ways of informing the other classes:

1. Hold a meeting in the school cafeteria.
2. Use the intercom to make an announcement.
3. Hold a meeting with the Student Council repre-

sentatives. They in turni would tell their
respective classes.

4. Have the students go to the various eighth-
grade classrooms. .\

Each suggestion was mulled over and in the end the last sug-
gestion was accepted. Before informing the other classes
of their plan, however, the class agreed that it would be a
good idea to seek the principal's permission first, and they
made an appointment.

The assistant principal came to the class to discuss the
eighth-grade privileges. He reviewed their original list of
nine privileges and gave the reasons why many of them could
not be granted. For example, it was the policy of the school
board as well as a state laW that prohibited students from
leaving the school,ground. during school hours since the
school was legally responsible for its students during those
houts.q. The assistant principal was agreeable to the Coke
machine-7he did not think the machines were against aistrict
policy--and Friday free period provided the class could work
out the details for either one.

After their meeting with the assistant principal, the
clabs's interest in the Coke machine was spaiked. They de- .

cided to drop their efforts for Friday free period and focus
on obtaining a Coke machine. A list of,problems they would
have to overcome was made:

1.. Who is responsible Tor the machine's repairs?
2. Times when students can drink Coke?
3. Not enough Cokes in one machine to supply all .

the eighth graders.
4. If more than one machine what'would be the

quota of Cokeh pes student?
5. What do we do with people who bang on thr macl)ine?
6. Where do we put the machine?
7. How do we get money to get started?,
8. Who will make sure Coke-bottles are not thrown

everywhere?

lYi
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The list of problems raised another one xhat had not been
listed, vandalism. Several students reminded the class
abOut the incident that had occurred on the preceeding night.
The teacher's lounge had been broken_into and the Coke ma-
chine destroyed. The class agreed that this was a real prob-
lem. No one, however, could think of a solution at the time,

4

and-so the matter was temporarily dropped. A committee was
appointed to call the Coke company to see what the possibil-
ities were in getting a machine insghlled.

A few days later-% the phpne group tevealed that the com-
pany rejected their offer orinstalling a machine at Wallace
because previous machines had been vhndalized too often.*

The class snbsequently returned to obtaining the Friday
free period privilege. 'They informed the rest of the eighth
graders of'the two requirements that had to be met in order
to obtain the Friday afternoon free period. For several
weeks the eighth giaders made special efforts to bexin time,
for their classes. In January the principal announced at a
faculty meeting that the stu4ents could have fhe Friday
eighth period as a free time. However, the students could
not go outside and had .to use the cafeteria instead. For
the first Friday free period, the eighth graders held a
dance. In the ensuing month4 the eighth graders continued
to have their Friday afternoon Xree periods. However, be-(
cause another program needed to use the cafeteria the free

'

periods occurred every other Friday until the end of school.

a

0

*The students might discuss other ways.to get a Coke machine,
perhaps by ealling another company.--gD.'

/ a
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D. References

1. LIST OF "HOW TO" CARDS4,

Ho

+

,PROBABILftY AND S,TATISTICS PS *w to Record Data by Tallying
PS 3 How to'Describe Your Set of Data by Finding the

Average
PS,4 How to Describe You et of Data by Using the

Middle Piece (Medi n)
PS 5 How to Zind the Mediah of a Sei of Data From a

Histogram

GRAPHING

/

MEASUREMENT M 2 How to Mdasure Distances
.. M 9 How to.Make a Conversion Graph to Use in Changing

-
Medsurements from One Unit to Another Unit4

M 10 HoW to Use a Conversion Graph to Change Any Measure-
. nt in One Unit to Another Unitc

)4614.

Below are listed the current "How.Te Card titles that
tudents working on the School Rules challenge might find
seful. A complete listing of both the "HoW To" Cards and
the Design LabrHow Te Cards is contained \in the USMES
Guide. In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the list
of Design Lab "How To" Cards.

GR 1 How to Make a Bar Graph 'Picture of Your Data
GR 2 How to Show the Differences in Many Measurements or

Counts f the Same Thing by Making a Histogram

-4)

GR 7 How to S ow Several Sets of Data-on One Graph

RATIOS:, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 How to Compare Fractions or Ratios by Making a
Triangle Diagram

New tides to be added:

yfow to Round Off Data
How to.D9Fign'and Analyze a Survey.
How to Choose a Sample
How to Make and Use a Cumulative Distribution Graph
How to Record Your Data
How'to Design an Experiment
How to Make a Qi-G0 Graph

4

1. "- ;
4

a

V
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A cartoon-style set of "How To" Cards for primary grades
is being diveloped from the present complete set. In most
cases titles are different and contents have behn rearranged
among qit various titles. It is planned that ehis additional
set will be available early in 1977.

2. ,LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS As students work ori USMES+challenges, tcachers may need
background information that is not readily)accessible else-
where. The Background Papers fulfill'this need and often
include descriptipns of activities and investigattons that
students might carry out.

Below are listed titles of current Background Papers that
epachers may find pertinent to School Rules. The papers are
grouped in, the categories shown, buX in some cases the cate-

t.

gories overlap. For example, some.paperd about graphing
also deal with probability and statistics.

The Background Papers are being revised, reorganized, and
rewritten. As a result, many of the titjes will change.

GRAPHING

GROUP DYNAMICS

MEASUREMENT

10.

GR 3 Using Graphs to Understand Data by Earle Lomon
GR 4 Vepreseniing Several Sets of Data on One Graph'by

Betty Beck

GR 7.spata Gathering and Generating Graphs alt the Same Time
(or.Stack 'Em and Graph 'Em at One Fell Swoop!) by

, Edward Liddle

GD 2 A Voting Procedure Comparison That May Arise in USMES
Activities by Earle Lomon

M 3 Determdning.the Best Instrument to Use for a Certain
Measurement by USMES Staff

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS PS 4 Design of Surveys and Samples by Susan J. Devlin a.nd
Anne E. Freeny

PS 5.Examining One and Two Sets of Data Part I': A General
Strategy 'and One-Sample Methods by Lorraine Denby and
James Landwehr

I4.1" PS 6 Examining One and APo Sets of Data Part II: A Graphi1

cal Method for Comparing Two Samples by Lorraine Denby
and James Landwehr
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RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 Graphic' Comparison df Fractions by Merrill Goldberg
R '2 Geometric Comparison of Ratios by Earle Lomon

3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON -USMES MATERIALS

Reference Books for Students

Sources of Inexpensive Media
Equipment

a

_s

The following materials are references that may be of
some use during work on School Rules. The teacher is ad-
vised to check directly with the publisher regarding cur-
rent prices. A list of references on geniral mathematics
and science topics can he found in the USMES Guide.

Workshop for Learning Things, 5 Bridge Street, Watertown,

Massachusetts 02172. Children Write. ($3.50)

A folder containing children's writings, drawings, and
photographs. Good eXamples for students who are pro-,
ducing their own 15ooks.,

Both sources listed below sell excellent, low-cost miterials
which have been especially developed for children:s use,
Write for each project's datalog for pore complete descrip-
tions and ordering forms.

>

Workshop for Learning Things, 5 Bridge Stree, Watertown,
Massachusetts 02172. Our Catalog. ($1.00)

. Bookkeeping Instruction Kit. ($5.95)

, Includes posters with inkructions for threemonths of
bookbinding and.tocAs and materials to make five separate
books of three kinds.

. Paper Making Kit. ($68.00)

All necessary materials and instructions for a simple
method of making,recycled paper in small quantities.

r
. Offset Printing Press. ($19.50)

Reusable press and supplies for transferring printing
from master sheet onto paper up to 81/2" x 11",

120



. Printing Press Kit. ($163.00)
Contains type case, press'bed, type font, and all other
equipment needed for printing.

. The Label Press. ($f.00),

A booklet with suggestions for children on using plastic
label makers for printing multiple copies._*_

Elementary Science-Sfudy (ESS). Chilflren Printing.
Distributed by the Teacheri Book op, 90 Sherman Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140. f ($1.50)
Samples of their own printing p oduced by children from
grades one to six, done mainly on letter press and silk
screen press.

.040'
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4.1 GLOSSARY

Average

Bias

Conversion

The following definitions may be helpful to a teacher
whose class is investigating a School Rules challenge. Some
of the words are included to give the teacher an understand-
ing of technical terms; others are included because they are
commonly used throughout the resource book.

These terms may be used when they are appropriate for the
children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the chil-
dren that when they conduct surveys, they are collecting
data. It is not necessary for the teacher or students to
learn the definitions nor to use all of these terms while
working on their challenge. Rather, the children will begin
to use the words and understand the meaningd as they become
involved in their investigations.

The numerical value obtained by dividing the sum of the
elements of a set of data by the number of elements in that
set. Also called the mean.

A deviation in the expected values of a set of data, often
occurring when same factor produces one outcome more fre-
quently Chan others.

A change from one form to an6ther. Generally associated in
mathematics and science with the change from one unit.of
measure to another or the change from one form -ot energy to
another.

Correlation A relationship,between two sets of data.

Cost The amount of money needed to produce or to purchase goods
or services.

Data

Distribution

Division of ebor ,

Any facts, quantitative information, or statistics.

The spread of data over the.range of possible results.

The process by which a complicated task is reduced to a
series of simple taskk. Each task is normally performed
repdtitively by the same worker.

To collect and arrange materials.into a finished publication
or program.



Event

Frequency

Graph

Bar Graph

A happening; an occurrencersomething that takes place.
Example: a violation of a rule.

The number of times a cerrain event occurs in a given'unit
of tice,or in a given total number of events.

A drawing or a picture of one or selieral sets of data.

A'graph of a set of measures or counts whose sizes.are rep-
resented by the vertical (or horizontal) length of bars of
equal widths. Example: number of votes for each desired
eighth-grade privilege.

Desired
41Privi1ege

*
Number of
Votes

Coke machines 25
Longer recesses 25
Go outside after

last class 20
Have an open

campus 12
No dress code 12
Get out of

school early 11
Allowed to smoke 9
Have pep rallies 9

0

Number d Votes fo eocINDesired
9 ;oil e.
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11.

Conyersion Graph

Cumulative Distribution Graph

A line graph that is used*to change one unit of measurement
to another. For example, converting inches to centimeters.

Inches Centimeters

1 2.54
2 5.08
3 7.62

MOM OMMIMMEMINIMM
Ema wrImmummilimmimm
MINIMMOMMIMMIUMUMM
MMEMOIVOMMEMMIIMMEMMEM
MEMMEMMEMMINIMMIWORM
MOMMIMMIOMMOMMWMIUMM
ignMAMMOMMINEWMEMEMM
MINUMMOMMIMMMONIMMEM
MEMMOMEMMOMMIMMEMEM
MOOMMOMEMIMMEMEMMEMM
MUNOMMEMMEMMOMMUMM
MMEMOOMMOMMMEMMOMMOM
MOMMOMMEMMINMEIMMISM
MIENNBMSAMMUMMUMM
mummimmmunmElEmmums
OMEMEMMOMMEMEM MO

A graplvthat can be constructed from a histogram by comput-
in& running totals from the histogram data. The first run-
Ang total is the first value in the histogram data (see
table of values). The second running total is the sum of
the firbt and second values of the histogram, the third is
the sum of the first, second, and third values, and so on.
The horizontal scale on the graph is similar to that of the
histogram; the vertical scale goes fromO to the total num-
ber bf events observed or samples taken (in the example, the
total number of lunch periods that had rules violations).
Each vertical distance on the graph shows the running total
of#Me number of pamples taken that are less than or equal
to the value sho4i on the horizontal scale; thus the graph
below indicates t t fiftedn(or about 88%) of the lunch
periods had 80 or f wer rures violations. ,

Table of Values
Ilumber

Violations
Number Lunch Periods
Runnin Totals

20 or fewer 1 4

s40 or fewer 6

60 or fewer 13
80 or fewer 15

100 or fewer 17

mmummimewtImmulemmTwrm
mmilmmommiiimmommongummunommmu
ummmaluwimmumassmomm
rmmuipmmummommommumimmumumplummommom
wirmammutimaulammumm
MMOMMOMMIMMORMOMMOMMsommimummusimmumm

MEMMUMSLIMMEMIUMMEMMOM
OMEMMINIMMMOMOMMEMOMMOM
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SMEMMESUUMMEMEMMOMMMEM
OMMEMAMMEMEMOOMMIMMmommommiammormmomm
MMEMMELAPIIMMEMPRIMMWOM
MMEMMIUMMOMOORMNIOMIMMMOMMIMITT u.mrrimm



Histogram

Line Chart

1.

A type of bar graph that shows the distribution of the num-
ber of times that different measures or counts of the same,
event have occurred. A histOgram always shows ordered nu-
merical data' on the hodzontal axis. Example: the number
of lunch periods with difrferent number of violations.

k

Number Numker
Violations Lunch Periods

0-20 1

21-40 5

41-60 7

61-80 2

81-100 2

MVPMTCMMOMMM
EMENWOMMOMMEEMMWME
IIIMEMOOMEMMEMEMOM
IMEMINIMMEMMMEMEMOMMEMIMMamu m
VITMMMEMMEMOMMEMMOMM
IMOMMEIMMEMEMMUMMEM
KINM3M4MMEMMEMOMMEMIN
MINIMMOMMEMMOMMOOMMEM
11102MMOMMEMOMMEMOMMmimmimMOMEMMEMMIMM
MINIMMAIMMIIMEMEMEMO
MMEMIMMEMOIMEMEMMOM
IMMIMMUMNOWENIMM.OMM
OMMEMWORIMPAIVIEMMEMOM
MMEMMOMM0UMMONMEMMEMMIWOMEMMMEMIN
MMORIM5ET97gUMNEVIMM

A bar graph that is represented by circles, triangles, or

crosses with lines connecting them so that it has the ap-
pearance of a line graph. (See Line Graph.) Thiq is a
useful representation when rwo or more sets of data are
shown on the'same graph. Example: comparing the number of
times each grade level violated a school rule.

Number Violations.
Grade Rule Rule Rule
Level 1/1 #2 #3

3 '5 3 8

4 7, 3 14

5' 2 8 10
6 4 0 20
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Ordered Set A set of data arranged from emallest to largest._

Per Cent literally per hundred. A ratio in which the denominator is
always,100, e.g., 72 per cent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 72% , where
the symbol % represents 1/100.

Percentsge A part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

Population

Probability

Proport'ion

Quartile
First

Any group of objects (e.g., people% animals, items) or events
from which samples are taken for statistical measurement.

The likelihood or chence (expressed numerically) of one
event occurring out of several possible events.

A statementof equality of two ratios, i.e., the first term
divided by the second term equals the third term divided by
the fourth term, e.g., 5/10 = 1/2. Also a synonym for ratio:
when two quantities are in direct proportion, their ratios
are the same.

The first quartile is the value of thequarter-way piece of
data in an ordered set of data.

Third The third quartile is the value of the three-quarter-way
piece of data in an or4ered set of data.

Interguartile Range The range or length of the middle 50% of an ordered set of
data; the difference between the first and third quartile.

Range The difference between the smallest and the largest values
in a set of data.

Rank

Ratio

Sample

To order the members of'a set according to some criterion,
such as size or importance. Example: to put pieces of data
from timeliest to largest.

The quotient of two denominate numbers or values indicating ,

the relationship in quantity, size, or amount between two
different things. For example, the ratio of the number of
children who felt all the school rules were good vs. the
total number of children in the grade.

A representative fraction of a population studied to gain
information aboui the whole population.

Sample Size The nutber of elements in a sample.

1 32



Set

Set Theory

Complement of a Set

Intersection of Sets

Universal Set

83

A collection of characteristics, persons, or objects. Each
thing in a set is called a member or an element.

The branch of mathematics that deals with the nature and
relations of sets.

. .

The set of all elements in the universal set but not in the
given set. For example, if the universal set is the set of
all students in a class, then the set'of girls is the com-
plement of the set of boys.

The set of vlements'common to two or more sets. For example,
if set A is all girls and set B is all blue-eyed children,
the intersection of 'set A and set-Wis the set of blue-eyed
girls. -

A set that contains all elements relevant to a particular
problem.A

Venn Diagram A drawing used to illustrate the relationship between sets.

Slope Diagram See Graph.

'Statistics The science of drawing conclusions or making prediction
using a collection of quantitative data.

Tally pA visible record used to keep a count of some set of data,
especially 'a record of the number of times one or more
events occur. Example: tallying opinion survey data.



E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of Study Utilized in School Rules

.;

a

S.

The unique aspect of USMES is the degree to which it pro-
vides experience in the process
Many would agree that thig as
tant as to deserve a regul
even if it mehs decreasing to so
in other important areas. Fortuna
is also an effective way of learnin

procesSes, and concepts in a wide r

On the following paies are five
illustrative list of skills,,proce
that are utilized in-USMES. The 6
according ,Eo its potential for lear
ries of each of five subject areas

4 1 mathematics, science, soci sci
. r The rating system is based on

,

solving real problems.
ct of learning is so impor- (ce in the school program

e extent the time spent
ely, real problem solving
many of the skills,
nge of school subjects.
c arts and an extensive,
s. , and areas of study

s rate School Rules
g in various catego-

eal problem solving,
ce, and language arts.

e amount that each skill,
process, or area of study within the subject areas is used--

extensive (1), moderate) (2), aome (3), little or no use (-).
,(The VSMES Guide contrins a chart that rates all.USMES units
in a'similar way.)

The chart,for real problem solving presents'the many as-
4

pects of the prohlem-solving process that students generally
use while working on an USMES challenge. A number of the
steps in theprocess are used many times and in different
orders, and many of the steps"Nan be performed concurrently
by_separate groups of students. Each aspect listea,in the

,chaft applies not, only to the,rnajorAproblem stated in the
unit dhallenge But also to, ma9y of ehe tasks each small
group ),Indertakes while working on a solution to the major
problem. Consequently, 116MES students gain extensive exper-

* .iemte,with thg_iproblem-solving process.
T4e charts for mathematics, science; social science, and

language arts identify the specific skills, processes, an
areas of study that may be learned by students as they re-
spond to a School RUles challenge and become involved with
certain aptivities. Because the students initiate the
activities, dt is impossible to state unequivbcally which

:am

ie la It s poss e, owever,.to
documentoattivities that hav taken place in.OSMES classes
and,lidentify those skills ani processes that have-been used
by the students.

Knowing'in advance which skills and processes are likely
to be Utilized in School Rules and knowing the extent that
they will be used, teachers can postpone the teaching of
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those skills in the traditional manner until later in the
year. If the students have not learned them during their
USMES activities by that time, they can study them in the
usual way. Further, the charts enable a teacher to inte-
grate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom work.
For example, teacher may teach fractions during math period
when fractions are also being learned and utilized in the
students' USMES activities, Teachers who 'have used ONES
for several successive years have found that students are
mote.motivated to learn basic skills when they have deter-
mined a need for them in their ONES activities. During
an IMES session the teacher may allow the students to
learn the skills entirely on their own or from other stu-
dents, or the teacher may conduct a skill session as the
need for a particular skill arises..

Because different USMES its have differing emphases qn
the various aspects of probl o and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers each
year might select several possible challenges, based on
their students' previous work in IMES, for their class to
consider. This choice should provide students with as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as wide a variety of skills,
processes, and areas of study as possible during their years
in school. The -charts and lists on the following pages can
also help teachers with this type of planning.

Some IMES teachers have used a chart similar to the one
given here for real problem solving as a record-keeping tool,
noting each child's exposure to the various aspects of the
proceds. Such a chart might be kept current by sudceeding

,

teachers and passed on as part of a student's permanent
record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a itu-
dent's learning not only by in'5pdaucing different types Of
challenges but also by altering the specific activities in
which each student takes part. For example, children who
have done mostly construction work in one unit may.te en-
couraged to take part in the data collection and data analy-
sis in their next unit.

Following the rating charts are the lists of explicit ex-
amples of real.problem solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned and utilizeid in School
Rules. Like the charts, these Bits are based on documen-,
tation of activities that have taken place in USMES classes.
The greater detail of the lists allows teachers to see ex-
actly how the various basic-skills, processes, and areas of
study listed in the charts may arise in 5chool Rules.

The number of examples in the real problem solving list

)
ti
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have bden limited because the list itself would be.unreason-
ably long if all the examples were listed for some of the

categories. It Should also be noted that the example(s) in

the first categoryIdentifying and Defining Problems--have
been limited to the major problem that is the focus of the

unit. During the course of their work, the students will
encounter and solve many others, secondary problew, such as

the problem of how to display their data or how birdrmw4L

scale layout.
,Breaking down an interdisciplinary cnrriculum like USMES

ineo ies varous subject area components is a.difficult and
highly inexact procedure.' Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap significantly, and any subdivision must to

some extent arbitrary. For example, where does measn

as a mathematical &kill end and measurement as science d

social science process begin3 How does one distinguish -

between the processes of reatproblem solving, of science',

and of social science? Even within one subject area, the

problem still remains--what is the difference between graph-

ing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This prob-

lem has been partttally solved by judicious choice of ex-

amples and extensive cross-referencing.
Because of this overlap of subject areas, there are

clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme

presented here was developed with much care and thought by
members of the USMES staff with help from others knowledge-

able in the fields of mathematics, science, social-science,

andlanguage arts. It represents one method of exaMining
comprehensively the scope of USMES and in no way denies the

existence of other methois.



REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Overall

R;ating

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on information and investigation&
needed.

Determining what needs to be done first,
setting priorities.

Deciding on best ways to obtain informa-
tion needed.

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

Making decisions as needed.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills
and processeS.

Carrying out data collection procedures-:

opinion surveying, researching, measuring,
-classifying, experimenting, construction.

Asking questions, inferring.

Distinguishing fact from opinion,
relevant from irrelevant data,
reliable,from unreliable sources.

Evaluating procedurea used for data
collection and analysis. Detecting
flaws in process or errors in data.

j

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING

87

Overall
Rating

Organizing and processing data or
information.

Analyzing and interpreting data or
infdrmation.

Predicting, formulating hypotheses, sug-
gesting possible solutions based on
data collected.

Evaluating proposed solutions in terms of
practicality, social values, efficacy,
aesthetic values.

Trying out various solutions and evaluating
the results, testing hypotheses.

Communicating and displaying data or
information.

Working to implement solution(s) chosen
by the class.

Making generalizations that might hold
true under_similar circumstances;
applying problem-solving process to
other real problems.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

a

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use
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MATHEMAT ICS

Basic Skills

.Caassifying/Categorizing
Counting
Computation Uiing Operations
Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/Division
aractions/Ratios/Percentages
Business and Consumer Mathematics/

Money and Finance
Measuring
Comparing
Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off
Organizing Data
Statistical Analysis ,
Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques
Graphing
Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems
Number Systems and Properties
Denominate Numbers/Dimensions
Scaling
Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence
Accuracy/Measurement Error/

Estimation/Approximation.
Statistics/Random Processes/Probability
Graphing Functions
Fraction/Ratio
Maqtimum and Minimum Values

Equivalance/Inequality/Equations
Money/Finance
Set Theory

40

Overall
Rating

3

1

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

411

SC I ENCE

Processes

Observing/Describing
Classifying -

Identifying Variables,

Defining Variables 0&rationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring
pevices and Equipment

IhTerring/Predicting/Formulating, Testing
Hypotheses/Modeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
tommunicating; Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to New

Problems

Areag of Study

Measurement
Motion
Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity
Heat
Light.

Sound
Animal and Plant Classification
Ecology/invironment
Nutrition/Grawth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagatidn
Animal and Plant Behavior
Anatomy/Physfology

Overall
Rating

1

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

4M.

ICZY: = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some-use, - = little or,no use

L4
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S6C IAL SC I ENCE Overall
Rating

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying
Identifying Problems, Variables
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting

Inferring/Prediciing/Formulating,'
Testing Hypotheses

Collecting, Recordin& Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing-Data
Analyzing, pterpreting Data
Communicatitg,'Displaying Data

Generalizing/Applying-Piiicess to Daily-Life

Attitudes/Values.

Accepting responsibility for aCtions
and results

"

Developing interest and involvement in
human affairs

-Recognizing the importance of individual
and group contributions to society

Developing inquisitiveness, self-relilfice,
and initiative

Recognizing the-values of cooperation,
group w?rk, and division of labor

Understanding modes of inquiry used in the
sciences, appreciating their power and
precision

Respecting the views, throughts, and
feelings 6f,others

Being open to new ideas and information

Learning the importance and influence of
values,in decision making

Areas.of Study

Anthropology
Economics

Geography/Physical Environment
Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local History

Social Psychology/Individual and Group
.Behavior

Sociology/Social Systems

3

1

2

2.

2

2 ,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

142

LANGUAGE ARTS

89

Overall

Rating

Basic,Skills

Reading:

Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words,
'Sentences, Paragraphs
Critical Reading: Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

tTal,Language:
_Speaking

ListeniEg
Memorizing

Written Language:
Spelling
Gtammar: Punctuation, Syntax, Usage
ComPosition

Study Skills:

Outlining/Organizing
- Using References and Resources

4

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the value of expressing ideas
through speaking and writing

Appreciating the value of wl'itten
resources

Developing an interest in reading and
writing

Making judgments concerning what,is read
Appreciating the value of different forms
of writing, different forms of communica-
tion

2

3

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

3

3

3

-KEY: 1
3

= extensive use, 2 = moderate use,
= some use, - = little or no use

..
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REAL PROBLEM SOTIVING IN SCHOOL RULES

Identifying and Defining Pr blems

Deciding on InformatiOn and
Investigations Needed

,
Students express a dislike for some of the school rules.
Students note that many classmates are unaware of wha

ihvthe
school rules are.<ee also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems, ,

_ariables. ,

ilStudents decide that they n\to determine what the
,

school rules are. Students decide where to Obtain this'

information. ..

gtudents decide to find out how many students in tli,..,, (----'

chool know the school rules and to find out which rules
are considered good rules, unpopular,rules, and impor
tant rules.

Determining What Neeas to Be Students decide that they first need to find out Aat

Done First, Setting Priorities .the school rules are before investigating whether stu
dents know about the rules and whether they like them.

Deciding on Best Ways to Obtain
Information Needed

Working Cooperatively in Groups
on Tasks

Making Decisions as Needed

Stuclents decide that the principal and the school staff
wotld be good people to interview to determine what
the school rules are.

Students decide that an opinion survey would be the best
way to find out how other students feel about the
school rules.

Students work in small groups when conducting anopinion'
survey,i collectingidata on rules being obeyed, and

making posters and rules handbooks.

Students decide to make an appointment with the princ p(al
_

and-prepare an explanation of what their class plans

to do.
Students determine the total number of students in the

school and decide to survey a sample. 'Me students
decide what a good representative sample would be and

choose the best way to pick the sample randomly.

1 AO

(,
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haking'Docis4ons as Needed (cont.)

Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
Skills and Prodesses

Carrying Out Data Collection
Procedures --Opinion Surveying,
Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing

Asking Questions, Inferring

Students decide upon the best way to administer the
opinion survey.

Students decide to represent their opinion survey results
on graphs.

Y#

Students make a bar graph of their opinion survey results.
Students detet4iine the total number of students in the

school.

Students decide what attributes an eye-catching poster
should possess, e.s.,`sharp contrast bettieen lettering
and background. '

'Students use rulers to measure letters of equal size on
their posters.

Students explain orally to other classes and to the
'principal what their class is doing about the school
rules.

Students prepare handbooks Of the sc ool rules.
See also MATHEMATICg, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE and

LANGUAGE ARTS lists._

Students conduct an opinion survey to find out how other
students feel about the school rules.

Students tally the number of students who disobey the
schoOl rules during lunch period.

Students classify rules, e.g., classroom rules and school'
rules, rules for young students and rules for older
students. %

Students make posters to encourage studentg. to obey
the sdhool rules%

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing;
Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifyingj
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting;
Designing and Constructing Measuring Devices and
Equipment; Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:, Observing/Describing/
Cladsifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting; Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Students question which school rules are best known by
students in the school. They infv from the bar
graph of their opinion survey results those rules
which are known.

14 7
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Asking Questions, Inferring (cont.) Students ask where to hang t eir posters so thfr all
students will see them. They infer from observations
that the cafeteria, the library, and the bathooms are
the best places.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Uodeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENft list: Inferring/Predicting/
Fo#64ating, Testing Hypotheses.

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,
Relevant from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable from Unreliable Sources

Evaluating Procedures Used for Data
Col4ection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

;

Organizing and Processing Data

Analyzing dhd Interpreting Data
. .

4

Students distinguish between the qualitalpe aspects of
obtaining data from opinion surveys (rdIes which
students think are important) and the quantitative
datiithey gather from observations in the hallwctys
(number of violations of important rules).

Students recognize that the principal and school staff
aO reliable sources of information onkhool rules.

Students evaluate the sample used for the opinion survey
to see whether a representative number of students in
the different grades were surveyed.

Students evaluate the procedure for'tallying rule
violations to determine whether different criteria
were used'by different people.

See also MATREMATICS list: Estimating/APproximating/
Rounding Off.

Students compile results of the opinion survey.
Students tally on a chart the number of times a school

5"*: ,,rule is disobeyed (or obeyed),0
-

See also MATHEMATICS,list: Orgihizing
$ee also SqIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,

Prodessing Data.

Students list the rules they wish to have changed in

- order of urgency'according to opinion survey results.
Students make a bar graph showing frequency of violations

of different rules.
Students make a q-q graph to compare the number of rules
violations before and after an "obey tht school rules4
campaign.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical

Analysis; Graphing.

1. 13



Analyzing and Interpreting Data (cont.) See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses;
Suggesting Possible Solutions Based on
Data Collectld

Students hypothes4e that a few important rules will be
temembered betegr than a long list of all the rules.

Students hypothesize that some rules will be violated
more than others at different times of the school day.

Students hypothesize that students will obey the school
rules more if there are reminders posted on the school
walls.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Evaluating Proposed So1utions in Tiims of Students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
Practicality, Social Values, Efficacy, various ways to encourage students to obey the schoolAesthetic Values rules.

Students discuss the effects of the way a rule is worded.

,

Trying Out Various Solution, Students try several ways of advertising the school rulesand Evaluating the Results, and evaluate each way by observing the number of rules
Testing Hypotheses violations.

Studentt observe and tally rules violations at different
times to determine whether time of day affects types
of rules violations.

See-also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/ForMulating,
Testing Hyldotheses/Modeling.

See also.SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferiing/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Communicating and Displaying Data
or Information

93

:go Students draw a bar graph to show the results of their
'opinion survey on rules preference.
Students list the school rules on posters and signs and
make handbooks of the rules.

See also MATftEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,
Displaying Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.
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Working to Implement Solution(s)

Chosen by the Class

. Making Generalizations That Might
Hold True Under Similar Circumstances;
Applying Problem-Solving Process to
Other Real Problems

Students make a presentation of their "obey the school
rules" campaign plans to the principal.

Students institute their campaigu to obey the school
rules by displaying posters,'by making and distributing
handbooks 'and by putting on skits.

Students recognize the need for rules in school, at home,
and in society and-understand the role of a governing
body over a body that is governed.

Students recognize that to change or implement a. new
rule requires going through various process and
working with many people.

Students use knowledge and s4ills acquired to'work on
classroom iules.

. See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process to

New Problems.
See also SOCIAL. SdIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.

t3.
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ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL RULES UTILIiING MATHEMATICS

'Basic Skills t

Classifying/Categorizing

Counting

Computation Using Operations:

Addition/Subtraction

Computation Using Operations:

Multtplication/Division

1.5 '

Organizing and classifying activities and information.
Classifyihg results from opinion surveys.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Observing/
Describing/Classifying.

Counting*and votes to determir& priorities of tasks.
, Counting the number of students who.wish to do various

tasks.

Counting opinion survey data on school rules preference.
Counting to figure total number of students in the .

school, total number of teachers.
Counting the number of people who disobeyed various

school rules.

Counting the number of posters or rules handbooks that
will be needed.

.0 Counting by sets to find scale for graph axes.

Adding one-, two-, or three-digit whole numbers to find
total tally of Opinion survey results, total number
of children in each grade, total number of rules
violations.

Subtracting the number of rules violations after an "obey
the school rules" campaign from the number of rules
violations before the campaign.

Subtracting to find the difference between the number of
students already surveyed and the total number of stu-
dents to be surveyed.

Subtracting the number of students-who responded to a
question in one way from the total number of students
who respohded to the question on the opinion survey.

Multiplying the estimated number of students in each
class by the number of classes to obtain an estimated
school population total.

Dividing the total number of students to be surveyed, the
number of tasks to be done, the number of posters and
handbooks to be made, etc., by the number of students
in the class to determine small group size.

1:05
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,Computation Using Operations:
Multiplication/Division (cont.)

Dividing to find average preference rating for each grade
level for various school rules.

Dividing to firvi, percentages of total number of violations

for each rule that is violated. .

Multiplying or dividing to find a scale for graph axes.

Computation Using Operations: Using mixed numbers to perform calculations needed to

Fractions/Ratios/Percentages find averages, such as average preference rating for
each grade level for various school rules.

Changing fractions to higher or lower terms to perform

operations.
Calculating percentages from survey data, such as the
percentage of children who feel the school rules are

ineffective.
-e Calculating percentages for each rule violated out of

total number of violations.
Using slope diagrams to compare ratios, such as comparing

the number of students who think various rules are
important and total number of students who responded to

the survey question,

Measuring

Comparing

7,

,/

Using measuring instruments, such as rulers and meter
sticks, when making posters and rules handbooks.

Measuring heights to find best height to place posters.
Using a clock and calendar when recording number of rules
violations. mi

Reading measuring instrumentwaccurately.
Conveuin from one unit of measurement to another, such

/ ag;inches to centimeters.

tee/also/SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data4/ .

See'also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording Data/

Measurang.

x, Using the concgpt of/greater than and less than in making
comparisons', e.g., the number of violations before and ,

..after an ,"Obey the 'school rules" campaign.

. Comparing qualitative data, such as primary and inter'

mediate grade rules.
Comparing quantitative data, such as numbers of s udents

who violated various rules.
Comparing data graphically, such ag a line chart sh

the number of times each grade level violated a school

rule.

4.
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Comparing (cont.)

Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off

Organizing Data

Statistical Analysis

Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques

Graphing

/3,15

Comparing fractions and ratios using a slope diagram.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Estimating the number of students who know various school
rules, who will agree or disagree with the gxisting
rules.

Estimating the total number of students in the school.
Rounding off numbers to the nearest whole number, e.g.,

average preference rating for each grade level.
Estimating appropriate height when hanging posters.

6Tallying votes to determine priorities. ,

Irallying rules violations on a chart or graph form.
Ordering real numbers on a graph axis.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,

Processing Data.

Assessing predictability of a larger sample (students in
the school) based on results from a small sample (one
grade per grade level).

Finding and comparing average preference ratings between
the grade levels for various rules.

Interpreting graphs: bar graphs, line charts, histograms,
slope diagrams.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists'? Analyzing;
Interpreting Data.

Conducting opinion surveys, defining data collection
methods, Makeup and size of sample.

Devising methods of obtaining quantitative information

about subjective opinions, such as calculating a pref-
erence rating for each question on a survey.

Evaluating survey methods, data obtained, size and type
of sample.

See also SCIENCE arid SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Using graphs to display data; making the graph form--
dividing axes into parts, deciding on an appropriate
scale.

97
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GEYWEIY1j-(.Rifit-)
Bar graph--number of students who do not know various

school rules.
Conversion graph7-converting'inches to centimeters.
Cumulative distribution graph--percentages of

lunch periods that have a certain number or

dewer rules violations.,

Histogram--number of recess times with different
number of violations.

Line chart7comparing preferences of various rules
among the grade levels.

Q-Q graph--comparing the number oT rules violations
before and after the 8istribution Of school rules
handbooks.

Slope diagram--comparing the number of students who
disapprove of various rules and the total number
of students who responded to each cluistion.

Obtaining information from graphs.
See also SCIENCE'and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,

DisplayingOata

1
Areas of Study

Numeration Systems Using the metric system (decimal system) when making
measurements on posters.and handbooks, when converting
Centimeters to Millimeters, when figuring Oollars and

cents.

Using fractions ineeasuriht lenith (inches, feet),

See Computation4d6ng,Operations: Fractions/Ratis/

Percentages.

1

Number Systems and Properties . See Computation Using Operations: Addition/Subtracti8n;

Multiplication/Division/ Fractione/Ratios/Percentages.,,

Denominate Number&imensions See Measuring.

7

Accuracy/Meastqement Error/hstimation/
,Apliroximation .

See Measuring and Estimating/Approximatinb./Rounding,Off.

Statistics/Random Processes/

,

'vo See Statistical Arielysisg

Probability ,



A

Graphing/Functions

Fraction/Ratio

Sed graphing.

See Computation Using Operations: Fractions/Ratios/
Percentages.

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations See Comparing and Computation Using Operations.

4

4
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ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL"RULES UTILIZING'SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describi?g

*Classiiying

Identifying Variables

Defining Variables Operationally

Observing and describing the affects of no school rules,
e.g., noisy library, accidents and noise'in the
hallways.

Observing and describing the physical layout of the school
to show where violations occur.

Observing and describing posters that are or are not
effective in attracting attention.

See also SOCPiL SCIENCE list: Observing/DescriOng/
Classifying.

't

Determining which parts of the sdhool are noisy and prone
to rules violations.

Distinguishing between primary and intermediate students,
e.g., posters for primary students vs. posters for
intermediate students.

Classifying posters according to size, shap- e, color.

Classifying colors of letters and backgrounds on posters.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Identifying the time of day as a variable in school rules
violations..

Identifying colors, lettering size, and layout as
variables in attracting attention to posters and
handbooks.

See also SOCIAt SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,
Variables.'

Defining time of day as that measured (or given) by the
school clock.

Defining a "high rules violation" period or place as one
in which rules were violated 80 o more times.

Defining an acceptable rule to the chool students as one
tilat is favored by 80% of the students sampled.

Defining an effective 4tobey the school rules" campaign as
one which the number of rules violations drops 50%. -

i Defining lettering size as that measured in centimeters by
- a ruler.



Defining Variables Operationally (cont.) Defining layout in terms of geometric figures arid
0..e" placement.

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting

Conducting trials of observations to determine the best
ways to collect data on rules violations.

Observing at different timbs of the day.
Making posters with different-sized letters and different-

colored letters.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controling

Variables/Experimenting.

Designing and Constructing Measuring Making posters, handbooks.
Devices and Equipment Making a chart form on which to tally rulea violations.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

101

Predicting that some rules are obeyed more than others.
Predicting and.observing that rules are violated more
during lunch periods and the time prior to getting out 4

of school.

Hypothesizing that posters, signs, and handbooks will
encourage students to obey the school rules; deciding
on the basis of observations that they do.

Hypothesizing that a short list of important ales will
be remembered and observed mord'than an alfelnclusive
list.

Inferring from the Q-0 oftph that their "obey the school
rules" campaign was successful.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: 'Inferring4Predicting/
Formulaiing, Testing Hypotheses.

Mea-Suring/Collecting, Recording Data Collecting data on rules violations in the hallways ana
lunchroom.

Using the clock to note the amount of time spent
.04 observing in various parts of the school.

Making measurements when making posters, signs, and
handbooks.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording

Data/Measuring.

Organizing, Processing Data Tallying observatidns on rules violations.
o/Listing in descending'order areas in school and/or

,
the times during the day in which rults are violated

I el
/ the most.

"
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Organizing, Processing Data (cont.)

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data \

GeneralizImg/Applying Process to
New Problems

Areas of Study

Measurement

See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing
Data.

Determining the best method for observing in the hallways
based on experimental trials.

Determining the number of posters and signs needed,
based on observations.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques;
Graphing..

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Daea.

Making a chart on,which to record the accumulative
observation data.

Reporting data to the class.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

e See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying
Data.

Seg also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Applying observational and data collection skills to%
other real problems.

Using knawledge acquired erom working on School Rules to
help Solve problems'in the classroom.

al Set.also- SOCIAL SCIENCE lin:- -Gerretallzing/App/gIny

Process to Daily Life.
11.

Measuring and marking posters, signs, and handbooks.
Using a clock to measure time of day.
See also MATHEMATICS list: .Measuring.

1 i"
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ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL RULES UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Prbcess

Observing/Describing/Classifying'

Identifying Problems, Variables'

Manipulatin
Experimenti

, Controlling Variables/

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypothesgs

".1

Observing that many students do not know the school rules.
Observing differences in preferences.for rules between

primary and intermediate students.
Classifying rules acc8Oing to their relevancy for older

or younger'students.

Observing behavior differences between primary and inter*
mediate students, between boys and girls.

Observing and describing the various ways rules or laws
are made in the classroom, school, city, and state.

See alio MAtHEMATICS list: Classifying, Categorizing.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying.

Identifying problems with the present school rules and
the ignorance of studeNts as to what these rules are.

Identifying differences in student opinion of what are
good school rules, what rules are important, etc.

sIdentifying the problem of establishing a set of school
rules that would be ielevant to both the primary and
intermediate students,.

See also SCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

Conducting dn opinion survey using a random sample from
each.grade level.

Observing-the gffects--8ifferentWOrdings of rules on
students. I.

Comparing the various methods used for encouraging stu
'dents to obey the school rules..

See also SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling Vari-
, ables/Experimenting.

Predicting that the younger students will know the school
rules better than the older students.

Hypothesizing that students will obey the school rules
mere after an "obey the school rules" campaign; de-
ciding on the basis of observations ahd tallies that
they did.

Hypothesizing that rules violationsswill decrease if there
is a student-run organization where,students may air
grievances.

i "1 I
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Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses (cont.)

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring

Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Datil

Communicating, Displaying Data

ralizing/Applying Process to

Dai y Life

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
, Testing Hypotheses/Modeling:

Conducting an opinion survey on rules preference.
Tallying number of students disobeying school rules during

lunch period.
Using a voting procedure to determine which rules the

class will work to change.
Collecting information on approaches to having a rule

changed.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Counting; Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data. '

OrderIng tasks that need to bp done in terms of priority.
Tallying opinion survey data.
Ordering rules in order of student preference and im-
portance, based on opinion survey results.t

Ordering the steps of the process of changing a rule.

43 See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.
t See also SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

Comparing various suggestions for rule changes or
alterations.

Evaluating opinion survey methodology.
Comparing primary and intermediate student responses on

the opinion survey.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical Analy-

sis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Representing opinion survey data on rules on graphs.
Reporting group activities to the class.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Gaining insight intO the(ioperation of,, the school and city;,

understanding more clearly what students may do to
institute change.

7*.



Generalizing/Applying Process to
Daily Life (cont.)

-
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Loncluding that rhles.a&e netessary for smooth and
efficient operation Of the.classroom, school, city,
etc.

See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process to.
Wew Problems.

Attitudes/Values -

.

.

Accepting Respoaibility for Actions . Making sure that smalf group tasks (e.g., conducting sur-
and Results .

. . vey,.obtaining necessary permissions)"are done. -

Scheduling and administering opinion surveys to other
..,

t classes. . . , ,
1

Seheduling and givipg presentations tO persons in
;-

(authority. '-... .. .

Being responsible for actions While outside classiboth.

Developing Interest and Inifolvement, in
Human Affairs

/ '

Providing a set of school rules that students feel are,
important so that the school wig be safe.

Providing an qrganization (e.g., gyievance committee)
where students' may air grievanefs about the school
rules.

Instituting changes in the school rules so thatthe
school will be a more pleasant place.

Recognizing the Importance of Individua Recognizing that they can improve conditions,in the
andiGroup'Contributions to Society school and that this will help other students.

:4'Assessinithe effects of group action on school Tules.

Developing Inquisitiveness, Self- .Conducting sthall and large group sessions with some
:-Relianc4 and Initiative

: teacher assistance.

Resolving procedural problems that may arise during
the course of qctivities.)

Learning to use different ways to obtain needed informs-
e,g., letter writing, opinion surveying.

Increasing their knowledge of iesoupes, e.g.,.school
facultY and staff:

Choosing and developing the best Fay to present plans to
the kincipal; school faculty, and stafL

Recognizing the Values of Cooperation,
Group Work, and Division of Labor

Recognizingtheefficiency of small group will( in con-
ducting an opinion.survey, in gatheiing information
from several different sdurces, in making posters and

714 handbooks:.

J._ 1%j
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Recognizing the Values of Cooperation, Finding that work.proceeds smoothly wheneryone
Group Work,.and Division of tabor (cont.) <cooPerates.

Understanding Modes of Inguiry Used in the Identifying and defining a prOblem;. eihg able to dis:-

-Sciences, Appreciating Their Tower and tinguish it from related but secon ary problems.

Precision Recognizing the importance of obtain ng student opinions

1
about tfie school rules.

Determining the bpst way to collect opinion data.
Using data and graphs to convince the principal and staff

that some change in school rules is needed.
See also MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lifts.

Respecting the Views, Thoughts, and
Feelings of Others

ileing Open to New'Ideas aad Information

Learning the Importance and Influence
of Va,lues in Decision Making

Areas of Study

Political Scienc'e/Government Systems

,de

tecept Local History

Considering an suggentions from members of a grpup and ,
from the class and assessing their merit.

Obtaining student and.faculty opinions of the school
rules ,by using an opinion survey. .

, Recogni'zing that people's opinions vary.

bonstdering.suggestions and ideas from all students,

faculty and staff.
Considering other says of doing varipus tasks.

Recognizing that opinion differences reflect value
differences.

Recogni4ng that different groups may have different needs
for various-school rules.

Investigating systems of administration and control;
deciphering the role'of goVerning body,over the body
that is governed. 110

'Seeking permission from the principal and schoorfaculty
to Conduct an.opinion survey,.to test new.rules, etc.

Determining the need for rules and laws in the school,
'city and state; invbstigating.ways rules-and aaws are
made:,

i Investigating-the reasons for some of the school rules
and regulation?.

Determining student opinions gbout the schoOl rules.

i
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Social Psychology/Individual and
Group Behavior

Sociology/Social Systems

RecOgnizing and using different ways of approaching
different groups-of people, such as the principal, the
school faculty, other students.

Recognizing the need for leadership,within small and large
groups; recognizing differing,capacities-of individuals

. for yaripus roles within groups-c-
Analyzing the effects of a small group making decisions

for a larger group.

Devising a system of working cooperatively in small and
large groups.

Investigating problems and suggesting chdnges that affect
not only themselves, but other students in the school.

Recognizing peer groups as social systems, that primary
and intermediate students' needs are different.

Recognizing that there are many different socijl groups
and that one person belongs to more than one social
groups-

Working within established social systems to promote
change in the school.

Assessing the efEects of group action on ch anging or pub-
licizing the school rules.

I.
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ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL RULES UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills

Reading: Decoding words, sentences,.and paragraphs when reading

Literal Comprehension--Decoding rules, school handbooks, and drafts of letters and

Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs opinion surveys to students, school faculty, and the

principal.

Reading: Obtaining factual information about how rules and laws are

Critical Reading--Comprehending -4forMed.

Meanings, Interpretat/on Reading and evaluating drafts of letters, opinion surveys,

and reports.
IrilltpretIng school rules and regulations found in a

school handbook.
Critically analyzing the wording of their propoged rules.

711

Oral Language: Offerfng ideas,Isuggestions and criticisms during small

Speaking group work and during class discussions.
Reporting gibup activities to'class; responding to
crtticismtand comments of activities.

Preparing and giving effective ora-1fresentations-thf-----1
survey questions, methods, findings, and suggeAed
so1utions,0 the principal and/or school staff.

Using the telephone properly and effectively to obtain
information pr to invite a,resource person to speak

to the class.

1

Using rules of grammar'in speaking.

Oral Language:
Listening

Listening tJ group reports and to ideas, suggestions, and
criticisms of other students and school personnel.

Following spoken directions.
Conducting interviews of schoolmates.

Oral Language .
Memorizing portidns of,an oral presentation, some bf-the

Memorizing rules, etc.
)

Written Language: Usi#g cotrect spelling in writing letters, rules, report's,

Spelling and handbooks.

e
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Written Lan uage:

Grammar----Punctuation, Syntax,
Usage

Written Language:

Composition

Study ills:

Out ining/Organizing

Study Skills:

Using References anakResources

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the Value of Expressing
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

109

Using rules of grammar in writing.

Writing,to communicate effectively:
Jo writing opinion surveys; devising questions to

elicit desired information; judging whether a
question is relevant and whether its m9aning
is clear.

preparing written reports and letters using notes,
data, and graphs; communicating need for change
in the school rules.

preparing booklets, posters, and signs of the sch9o1
rules. :

6, 3

Taking notes when conkating authorities or books about
ways laws and rules are made or changed.

Developing an opinion -survey; ordering the questions.
Organizing data, ideas, facts for inclusion in a letter

or a presentation.

Planning and preparing drafts and final copies of letters
ana reports.

Using the dictionary foi corr9t spelling and for deter.-
,mining word meanings.

Using die library or consulting authorities to determine.
ways ,laws are made or changed.

( Using the School hanabook of rules.
Talking with the principal, school faculty, and perSonnel

to determine the effectiveness of the school rules.
Using the "Haw To" CaEds on specific skills when needed..

Finding that a written letter, an opinion survey, or a.

presentation evokes a response from people; e.g., the
principal, school faculty and personnel, other students.

Finding that many people can be informed about.the, School
rules through posters, signs, and handbooks:

1
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Appreciating the Value of

Written Resources

Developing an Interest in
Reading and Writing

Finding that desired ihformation can be found in written
resources, e.g., the dictionary, school handbook,
library'hooks on way laws are made.

Seeking out written resources that will help in solving
-

problems.
Reading with interest articles on ways laws are made,

rules that other schools have, etc.

Making JUdgments Concerning Deciding which rules,in the schtiol handbook are relevant

What is Read for students. .

. . .

...

Evaluating opinion surveys, letters to determine whether
they say what they are supposed to say, etc.

,

.

Appreciating the Value of Finding that how information can be best conveyed 1.6

Different Forms of Wrj.ting, determined in part by the audience-to whom it is

Different Forms of Communication directed.
Finding that certain data or information can be best

,

.
ccInveysd by wyiting it down or by preparing graphs.or

1 charts.
.

. Finding that certain data or information should be
written down so that it can be referred to at a later
time. ,

-
Finding that an oral presentation may be,better in some
cses, while a written letter or report may be better

, in others.

low
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